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My friend Peter asked me
how I spent the weekend ...

On Friday I received an excited call from
my wader friend Penny, to say she had
seen amongst a small flock of migratory
waderbirds at Flinders Beach one with
a geolocator on it. Our Victorian Wader
Study Group had been attaching these
small one-gram devices on these birds for
the past three years. They record night
and day and therefore the bird’s exact
migration route. Thus if we were able to
retrieve this geolocator and successfully
download the information we would
know where it actually travelled on its
passage to its Arctic breeding ground.
The general pattern of these amazing
little Ruddy Turnstones is to migrate
up through Asia in April/early June to
breed in north-eastern Siberia or Alaska
and then return in late July/October. Just
think of it. In order to find out the exact
route it is necessary to re-catch a bird

that you have previously caught. In most
bird species this would not be possible
but because these migrating shorebirds
generally return to the same beach it can
be done. On Saturday evening under
the direction of world expert Dr Clive
Minton we set and camouflaged our
tennis-court-sized net in a likely position
for an early morning catch just above
high-tide mark.
Then at first light we met again ready
for action. My job was to stand a few
hundred metres from the net and move
slowly forward under radio command

and gently persuade birds to walk to a
safe catching position in front of the net.
Another person had a similar task from
the other end. We were a bit concerned
that two paragliders at the far end of the
beach might head in our direction and
frighten off the birds.
It was a great relief when just
at high tide our bird and one other
decided to cooperate and stroll into a
catchable position. The net was fired
safely across the birds, the geolocator
removed and after recording some vital
bird measurements they were carefully
released. The geolocator will be sent
to the UK for downloading. Then we
can help this amazing long-distance
globetrotter by learning where to focus
our conservation efforts.
ROGER RICHARDS
Ed: The geolocator is yet to give up
the secrets of where this little bird has
been in its travels, but the map alongside
shows the travels of another bird which
departed Flinders 21 April and returned
to Flinders on 8 December having
travelled an estimated 27,000 km, taking
in Taiwan, Quingdao region, Yakutia
region, Chutokka, Gilbert Islands and
the northern NSW coast, covering a
distance of 12,000 km between 20 May
and 21 May alone.
What a well travelled little bird! If
you would like to find out more google
Birdlife International A Ruddy long
way to fly.
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Our purpose
Somers Paper Nautilus aims to connect all the groups
and individuals of Somers and to help reinforce a sense
of community and belonging by giving them an avenue of
expression through:
• News relevant to Somers and the surrounding area as

well as items of general interest.

• Stories and examples of local creative endeavour.
• Letters.

The Paper Nautilus will not become involved in party
politics nor take sides on any issue. However, we encourage
readers to feel free to express their opinions on matters that
concern them and the Somers community.
The volunteer editorial committee will have the final
decision of the paper’s content and reserves the right to
edit or omit any item on legal grounds or because of space.
Views expressed in the Nautilus are not necessarily shared
by the editorial committee but are those of the authors.
We aim for inclusiveness and openness, catering for a
diversity of views without rancour.

Nautilus

on the Web

Don’t forget back issues
of the Nautilus are
available for viewing
at www.somers-nautilus.org.au
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The article on page 7 of the [Nov. 2011 – Jan.2012] issue, ‘The
Value of Stillness’ is so essentially true with the capability of
changing lives to a more natural and contented state. I am sure
every wise person would be in agreement with what it says.
Thank you for ‘discovering’, i.e. removing the covers.
Nautilus is a great asset to us Somers residents, full-time and
part-time.
Best wishes,
Warwick Brewster
Part-time Somers resident

Correspondence concerning
shared pathways
Anne Kotzman’s article in our last issue on the SRA’s shared
pathways submission to the State Government certainly caused
a stir.
The Somers Residents Association (SRA) wrote to the
Nautilus committee claiming that she had misrepresented the
association’s submission on the issue.
The latest SRA Bulletin says that her comments were based
on a “misunderstanding” of the SRA’s strategy.
In the interest of inclusiveness we publish all the
correspondence arising from Anne’s article from members
of the local community on this issue.
We invited the SRA to puts its point of view on this issue
and its response is below.
Footnote: An outline of Nautilus’ purpose and how it
operates is alongside.

Shared Pathway System for
Somers
The Somers Residents Association (SRA) has prepared this
letter to Nautilus regarding the proposed shared pathway
through Somers as it seeks to promote well-informed discussion
and subsequent decisions on issues of keen and diverse interest
to the Somers community.
In late 2008 the SRA sought feedback from the residents
of Somers about the possibility of extending the existing
shared pathway network that links Balnarring and Hastings to
include Somers. Safety of pedestrians and cyclists along the
bus route in Somers was considered a key issue particularly
with the growing permanent population, the increasing number
of children and the introduction of articulated buses along
the narrow thoroughfares such as Parklands Avenue, Tasman
Road and South Beach Road.

The feedback received from an
extensive survey of all residents was
not only overwhelming support for a
shared pathway through Somers but
also a request for a further pathway
along Camp Hill Road past the Somers
Primary School. The survey had an
exceptionally high response rate of
42% of households with some 66%
of respondents supporting a shared
pathway through Somers and less than
19% opposing the initiative.
Since 2009 the SRA have been
in discussions with the Mornington
Peninsula Shire Council (MPSC) with
a view to securing funding for such
a project and has reached agreement
with the Shire whereby it has agreed
to fund 50% of the estimated cost of
$1.2 million.
In an effort to secure the balance
of funding and avoid a levy on the
community the SRA prepared a
comprehensive submission to the
Victorian State Government in June
2011 which included a possible route
for the shared pathway. This possible
route was along the south side of the
major thoroughfares where there would
be fewer road crossings.
A number of members have
requested copies of this submission
and these have been made available in
both hard copy and on the SRA website.
The SRA entered into discussions
with the Somers Foreshore Committee
of Management (SFCoM) in 2010 and
at that time the SFCoM suggested
widening the walking track between the
Yacht Club and the Store in a similar
manner to that which exists around the
Koala Reserve. This advice influenced
the SRA in using the south side as a
possible route in the submission.
The project is currently in a
preliminary design phase by the MPSC
where a number of route options are
being assessed taking into consideration
costs, safety, vegetation and ecological
impact. The SRA understands that the
current SFCoM is opposed to a widening
of the track and the SRA has advised
the MPSC accordingly.

The process the SRA will adopt
to advance this project is set out in
the SRA Autumn Bulletin which has
recently been mailed to all members.
This Bulletin is available in hard copy
at the Store and is also posted on the
SRA website.
The SRA plans to carry out an
extensive consultation process with the
Somers community on route options
and possible funding arrangements
before any final decisions are made.
We also plan to keep the community
fully informed of progress through our
website and quarterly Bulletins.
Kingsley Culley
President
Somers Residents Association

Protection of the
environment - first
choice
Dear Editors,
Congratulations to Anne Kotzman
for alerting us to the shared pathway
for Somers. (Nautilus Vol. 8, Issue 5).
I agree with Anne’s comments about
the local vegetation and the natural
environment, including her comments
about duplicating the well established
pathway along the Boulevard by going
through the native bush.
The Mornington Peninsula has
so very little indigenous vegetation
left that any attempts to remove any
of this vegetation should be seriously
questioned, especially in unique areas
such as the foreshore of Western Port
Bay.
I understand that the original survey
conducted by the SRA found the
respondents placed ‘Protection of the
Environment’ as their first choice, while
‘shared pathways’ received the lowest
priority. One of the stated objectives
of the SRA is to preserve the natural
environment.

Should the suggested plan, or similar
ideas, go ahead, Somers residents in
some areas must be prepared to lose
roadside gardens and features, and trees,
shrubs, both Australian and introduced.
The pathway may have to negotiate
power poles, signs, bus stops, etc.
I also understand that should the
SRA not be able to obtain sufficient
funds, Council could be asked to levy
each property up to $450.
No doubt the creative use of some
side streets could take the pathway
off the main traffic and bus routes
and permit access to school and post
office. As most of the population live
on the north side of Tasman Road
or the Boulevard there should be few
occasions when residents need to cross
these roads.
Yours sincerely,
Peter Strickland

Submission merely
a suggestion
Dear Editors,
I would like to correct Anne Kotzman’s
mistaken impression that the proposed
pathway through the bushland on
the West side of The Boulevard was
designed by the SRA. (Nautilus Vol. 8,
issue 5). It is certainly not the preference
of the Association, which is trying to
promote pathways for the benefit and
safety of all Somers folk.
The Shared Pathways Submission
merely suggested examples of a number
of possible ways of making such
pathways; there was no recommendation
for their positioning.
In fact, that particular site of a
pathway Anne referred to was originally
suggested by a former Somers Foreshore
Committee; however, as reported in their
recent newsletter, the present SFCoM do
not now support this, believing rightly
that there are alternatives to address
the safety issues in Somers that would
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not have such a huge environmental
impact. Like Anne, I am also fond
of that valuable piece of foreshore
bushland; I was for many years one
of the members of the Foreshore
Committee who worked, hands-on, to
rid it of pittosporum, blackberry and
other environmental weed species.
The track from the Store to the
Yacht Club, which is now enjoyed by
many residents, is narrow, meandering
and tree-lined, and could not be
reasonably used as a shared pathway.
The submission merely included it as
an example of a previous plan.
I hope that this letter may
help to correct this unfortunate
misunderstanding which has upset a
number of residents.

Foreshore groups
doing great work

Somers has essentially retained the attributes
that drew them to the village in the first place.”
2-4 mentions that the SRA will have
an important role in protecting and
preserving this status quo.
2-8 states the Key Attributes: Physical,
top of the list is beach/foreshore with
44%; and Emotional, top of that list is
peace and quiet, also at 44%.

A few years ago the Somers Residents
Association (SRA) conducted a residents’
survey for input into a Somers Planning
Strategy. It was a great idea and well
received by the Somers community.
Around 30% of residents submitted to
the questionnaire and its introduction,
which encouraged response with the
following statement:
“Somers people have always been passionate
about their coastal village and now, by
completing this questionnaire, you have an
opportunity to help mould the future of the
village and protect those things that make it
so special.”

Part 4 (Key findings)
4-1 What’s great about Somers?
The beach/foreshore topped the list
at again 44% and wildlife and flora
in 6th position at 16% and out of 13
categories walking/bike paths came in
at second last with 4%.
The report continues on to mention
that the beach/foreshore is a major
asset and the fact that it maintains a
substantially ‘natural’ status, unspoilt by
over-development, and flora and fauna
(with koalas in particular) and lack of
commercial development, all contribute
to this ambiance. Through traffic was
perceived as a threat.

Yours faithfully,
Ian Taylor

Following is a brief outline of the
essential items found in the survey and
the whole report can be viewed on the
SRA website.
Part 2 (Summary of findings)
2-3 states “The great majority of those
responding to the survey clearly love Somers the
way it is, and are really keen to maintain the
status quo. Most residents (76%) confirm that
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4-2 The most important things to
preserve in Somers
The list states in order: the beach/
coast foreshore; the Store/PO; no
commercial development/pub; a
village feel; trees/vegetation/natural
environment; peace/quiet/tranquillity;
and no subdivision.
4-2.1 A strong plea for maintenance of
the beach/coast/foreshore.

4-2.2 Unspoilt natural environment to
be protected.
4-3 What would residents like to see
changed/improved?
The top four on the list were the Store,
prevention of beach erosion, foreshore
and issues with dogs.
So what a great job the foreshore
committee, friends groups of
foreshore, cliff tops, koalas and those
who clean the beaches of rubbish and
other groups, along with all of their
volunteers, are doing, working with
local Council and the Department
of Sustainability & Environment, to
protect and enhance those values stated
in the SRA survey report, that are dear
to the hearts of those living in Somers.
T he new Draft Foreshore
Management plan is out for comment
and we all should give it our blessing, so
the great work continues into the future,
protecting, enhancing and replanting
those areas that were basically weedinfested by mostly garden escapees and
weeds on the Shire’s most-wanted list.
Doing these wonderful tasks ensures
that erosion is minimised, wildlife will
return, a better natural environment
occurs, biodiversity is improved,
ambiance is created and conservation
values are exercised in the community for
us now, and future generations to enjoy.
JOHN BLOGG

Somers Shared Pathway proposal

SFCoM committee members had initial
informal discussions regarding the
Shared Pathway proposal, at the 2010
SRA Open Day. It was considered to
be a good initiative, seeking to address
safety concerns in Somers and we
offered our support for this SRA
initiative. The map showed a suggested
route along the Boulevard, involving
the roadside edge of the Foreshore
Reserve. Knowing DSE would frown on
a ‘parallel pathway’ close to an existing
track, we suggested the possibility of
using the existing western cliff track.
However, from the outset, it was
stipulated that any environmental
impacts would need to be carefully
considered once the necessary codes
and requirements for shared pathways
were determined.
By September 2011, with many
questions and concerns still unanswered,
we consulted DSE and MPSC. Now
fully informed, the reasons outlined
below explain why SFCoM cannot
support a shared pathway going through
the Foreshore Reserve. There are
alternatives to address the safety issues
in Somers that would not have such a
huge environmental impact.
Alternatives need to be seriously
considered. Since 1995 a great deal of
time, effort and considerable funding
has been expended on this western
cliff area of the Somers Foreshore
Reserve – an excellent example of
remnant Coastal Banksia Woodland.
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This narrowest section of Reserve
would be severely compromised if there
were to be any lessening of vegetation
cover. Bridges over the drainage culverts
measure 900mm wide. Shared Pathways
need to be 2–2.5 metres wide in order to
cater for two-way pedestrian and cycle
traffic. Safety codes for a Crown Land
Reserve require the vegetation either
side of a gravel Shared Pathway to be
restricted to ground cover species only.
A ‘four-metre-plus swathe’ through this
narrow section would counter the main
reason for creating this Crown Land
Reserve initially, “to protect and preserve
the remnant coastal vegetation”.
Remnant Sheoak, Wattle and Bursaria
trunks grow approximately a metre apart
across the track (one metre length shown
between stars). Locals and visitors
currently delight in walking this quiet
bushland track as it twists and turns,
revealing the wonder of indigenous flora
and fauna. Apart from the impact of a
much wider cleared area, many regionally
significant species (middle storey and
canopy) would need to be removed if
a Shared Pathway was constructed here.
The 2009 restoration project, to
improve diversity and connectivity in the
Arts Precinct area, began with removal
of nine pine trees. Now we have a place
for quiet contemplation to enjoy coastal
views, the diverse coastal vegetation
along with interesting sculptures,
connecting with nature.
PAM BANNISTER for SFCoM
Addendum
Since the above article was written, the
SRA Autumn Bulletin has come out
and referenced the former SFCoM
suggestion of utilising the western cliff
track as part of the Shared Pathway route.
We reiterate that no former or current
Committee has ever approved any
Shared Pathway route through the
Foreshore Reserve. The SFCoM had
only ever verbalised or expressed written
support for a Shared Pathway proposal
in general, not any specific route, as
explained in the article above.
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With thanks to the Quakers - from Listen to me Listen to you (Penguin 2007)

With thanks

Creating conflict resolutions
Every one of us experiences conflict at some time in our lives. The results of conflict can be
highly destructive. Conflict outcome can also be highly beneficial and creative of a whole new
relationship. The context in which conflict occurs has a definite effect on whether or not conflict is
destructive or creative.
Destructive conflict usually occurs in
a context of competition, when one
person (or nation) has to ‘win’ at the
expense (loss) of the adversary.
Intimidation, threat, violence, power
plays and force are common methods
used in bringing about a ‘solution’ in a
destructive conflict situation.
The fundamental method used
for creating a conflict ‘resolution’ is
collaboration or cooperation. If you seek
collaboration with others, with whom
you are in conflict, the context of that
conflict becomes very important. Here
are some basic criteria for evaluating the
context in which creative collaboration
has a chance of occurring:
1. Clear and accurate information is
exchanged. The clear communication of
accurate information is more complete,
honest, encouraged and used in a
collaborative context. Open and clear
expression of thoughts, feelings and
opinions fuels the creative fires leading
to a positive synthesis, or synergistic
outcome which is satisfactory for both
sides of the conflict.
2. Mutual support of each
contributor is required. Creative conflict
requires a context where individuals feel
safe enough with each other as people,
to challenge each other’s ideas. Safety
of individuals and/or the whole group
is essential for creativity to evolve. Fear
requires defensiveness. Defensiveness
protects (stops) creative events from
emerging from inside an individual as
well as prevents (or filters) outside ideas
from entering.
3. Constructive conflict must be
valued. Each individual in the conflict
must see the value of controversy as the
crucible from which emerges a positive
outcome or resolution. In competition,
there is always a loser. Losing is

unpleasant, leading to negative beliefs
about the conflict. Certainly, cooperative
experiences build stronger beliefs about
the positive value of conflict. When the
results of conflict are beneficial to all
conflicting parties, our fear of conflict
itself diminishes.
4. Individual feelings and emotions
are addressed. Ideas are cognitive
in nature. Emotions are physical,
energetic, bodily events. Emotions
power (motivate) us. The best ideas
in the world will not be implemented
without the emotional power to put
them into effect. Constructive conflict
recognises this and addresses people’s
feelings as valuable and essential to the
resolution of the conflict. Therefore,
they must be taken into account when
you are in conflict.
5. Synthesis resulting from conflict
is defined as ‘the preferred method’ to
jointly resolve problems. If conflicts are
managed from an ‘I-win-you-lose’ frame
of reference, one is isolated within his/
her own point of view. No synthesis is
possible, since only one frame is present.
A cooperative frame of reference merges
with another (and others) to form a new
combination (synthesis) of frames – a
constructive and best solution to any
given problem.
6. Similarities of positions are
sought, recognised and acknowledged.
Creativity equally values both similarities
and differences. For it is out of the
merging of both that the creative
resolution ‘re-merges’, to form a new
solution. If we were ever in need of new
solutions to conflict, the time is now!
In our competitive culture, most of
us have never been taught the benefits of
conflicting to create the results we desire.
We have never learned the nature and
benefits of creating through conflicting.

However, if we understand the above
criteria for defining the context of
conflict, then our conflicts are much
more likely to be creative, collaborative
and will result in the best possible
resolution for everyone involved.
LLOYD J. THOMAS PHD
Dr Thomas is a licensed
psychologist, author, speaker and
life coach.

Collaborative conflict
resolution
Most conflicts can be considered in
terms of two equally important and
interconnected components:
1. The basis of the dispute, which is
typically a difference of needs, wants,
interests or concerns.
2. The associated emotions –
feelings about both the issue and the
interpersonal dynamics.
It’s useful to look at the collaborative
conflict resolution process as having
nine components:
Foundations
Respectful conduct			
Acknowledging feelings
Skills
Effective listening		
Presenting your own case
Creative Processes
Uncovering the needs beneath
positions
Brainstorming solutions
Planning and implementing: who will
do what, when and where
Final Steps
Evaluating the process and the
outcome				
Affirming, forgiving, thanking
Respectful Conduct
Each party needs to believe in the
fundamental legitimacy of the other,
regardless of their differences.
ANNE KOTZMAN &
MANDY KOTZMAN
Excerpt from Listen to Me,
Listen to You (Penguin, 2007)
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Perception of others
– random thoughts
Some time ago I was involved in a car
accident and spent a number of weeks
in hospital.
The ward I was in seemed in some
ways like a giant share house. We each
had a ‘private room’ only just large
enough to get a wheelchair around the
bed, with a wide sliding door to a wide
corridor with two common bathrooms
– female and male. My door was known
to have a mind of its own and if not
closed very carefully would bounce back
and reopen itself.
There was an awareness of others
in the ward/along the corridor that we
were all there for similar reasons and
there for a length of time.
When I arrived on this ward I could
only lie flat on my back and had yet to
realise how serious my situation had
been. I was delighted six days after
my accident to be given the luxury
of a trolley shower. This required the
assistance of three others to help roll
me onto a slide sheet which then slid me
onto a trolley which could be wheeled
into the shower. Still lying flat on my
back unable even to sponge myself,
two wonderful nurses washed my hair,
sponged me and made light of the
situation I was in.
This was a time-consuming labourintensive procedure in a ward that did
not require acute nursing.
I was informed that there was also
a man on the ward who had need of a
trolley shower and that, time permitting,
at the end of this part of the morning
they would plan that either of us would
be showered. I could therefore hope for
a shower every second day. I was really
happy with this.
There was a young man just down
the corridor who appeared to have
similar injuries to mine. On meeting
him several times in the corridor,
once I was mobile in a wheelchair, we
engaged in conversation but his attitude,
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circumstances and cause of his accident
seemed very different to mine and no
connection was made.
The room across the corridor was
occupied by a young woman who had
problems not connected to her accident.
She was loud and disruptive as a result.
Often late at night or early in the
morning I would hear a man talking to
her quietly and calmly giving her wise
advice. I was repeatedly surprised to find
it was the young man who presented
himself so differently in the corridor
– perhaps to what he found/perceived
to be a more confrontational and
judgemental world.
Living in alcoves/cupboards off the
same corridor you can’t but help hear
some of what goes on with others and I
suspect his injuries and pain were greater
than what was portrayed on his outings.
With hindsight I suspect he was the
alternate trolley shower and that while
the circumstances of how we came to
be where we were differed we did have
a lot in common.
I would like to have met the young
man who talked wisely and openly rather
than the one with bravado and defense.
BRONWEN GIBBS

Love
Are you searching for your soul?
Then come out of your prison.
Leave the stream and join the river
that flows into the ocean.
Absorbed in this world
you’ve made it your burden.
Rise above this world.
There is another vision ...
RUMI

Note from the Proofreader
You may be able to find spelling
mistakes or other errors in this
issue of the Paper Nautilus. This is
because our policy is to try to please
all our readers, including those who
like to find fault.

ART CLASSES
FOR ADULTS
Terrified beginners and
intermediate levels
WELCOME!
I guarantee you will be
inspired as soon as you
enter my beautiful home
studio set in tranquil
bushland.
You will learn techniques
with as much structure as
you require by a qualified
teacher.
Develop your own style
to enable you to paint
what you love.
This could be the
beginning of your creative
journey!
Contact me to visit my
studio in Somers, or to
see a class in progress.
Monique Morey
0409 836 507
e-mail: moniquemorey@
y7mail.com

Mr Plinth on a
delicate subject
My doctors told me I should have a
colonoscopy. When they explained
what it was I was shocked. Apparently
they would be looking for scallops on
my bowel walls. God’s trousers! To this
point I would never have admitted to
having bowels. Anyway, a week before
the event I attended to hospital and the
receptionist asked me to fill in a long
form which I guessed my way through.
Then, for a fee, I was presented with
a show bag which seemed to contain
mostly packets of sawdust.
A week later, the show began. You’re
allowed a light breakfast on the day prior
but after that, no morsel must pass
your lips until the ‘procedure’. At 3pm
precisely you dissolve the sawdust (in
fact, a laxative which is called Glyco
Plops), in two litres of warm water and
at 5pm you are expected to drink it by
the glass until you’ve finished. That’s
easy to say but drinking your way
through two litres is difficult at any time.
(I used to do it in my younger days but
the liquid was much more palatable.)
In addition, you’re required to drink
apple juice between each tumbler of
preparation to prevent dehydration. It’s
all very mysterious! So you force your
way through all that and by now, as you
stagger around the house, your tummy’s
making squelching noises like an overfilled hot-water bottle.
The instructions tell you that the
Glyco Plops should work their way
through your system in about an hour
or two and sure enough, right in the
middle of the ABC news headlines you
find yourself sprinting for the bathroom.
It happens again right at the start of
the Finance Report and you miss the
Weather altogether. Finally, after an
evening of bathroom sprints, one retires
to bed, exhausted, limp and hollow.
On the day, Mrs Plinth drove me
to the hospital in the early hours; we
parted company and I presented myself

at reception. I announced my name but
they didn’t seem to believe me. The
receptionist produced the form I had
filled in the week before then asked me
to confirm who I was, where I lived and
my date of birth. The latter information
I am loath to give anyone but on this
occasion, feeling rather intimidated by
the surroundings I confessed my age.
I was now met by a nurse who
invited me into a preparation cubicle.
She seemed not to believe I was who I
was saying I was either so she asked me
to confirm the details on my list. Since I
had guessed most of them I could only
honestly confirm on one item and that
was: MALE. I said I could back this up
but she wasn’t amused. She supplied me
with a smock that was open at the rear
then wrapped me up in a white fluffy
dressing gown.
You can understand all this doublechecking. One false move and the
hospital will be sued. So I appreciated
that my little jokes were in poor taste
but I couldn’t help myself. In the
operating theatre I was laid out on a
bench and the anaesthetist introduced
himself and asked me if I had survived
previous anaesthetics without problems.
I reassured him that I had certainly
survived. Then a nurse loomed over
the top of me and went through the
routine questioning, then asked me if I
knew what I was in for! Well! After all
I’d been through in the last 24 hours,
this was too much.
“I’m here to have my left leg off,”
I announced. This went down like a
punctured gasbag so I dug an even
deeper hole for myself. “Sorry,” I said, “I
think it might be my right leg. It depends
which way I’m facing.”
Well the anaesthetist, recognising
a nutter when he had one under his
control, said that he had a rusty saw
out the back and that he would just go
and get it. But he didn’t! Next thing I felt
a little prick and I was out to it.
The recovery room is a space where
you would expect relief to be palpable.
You all sit around in your white fluffy
dressing gowns eating sandwiches

(most welcome), and sipping tea but
not all is entirely OK. One senses that
there’s something in the air or about to
be! You see, part of the colonoscopy
examination requires one’s bowels to
be inflated with gas. (It seemed rather
unnecessary in my case. As I get older,
I seem to be able to make more than
enough gas on my own.)
So here we were, all these overinflated gasbags sitting around and you
could tell by their strained expressions
and crossed eyes that they were holding
something back and I know what it
was! My predicament was more critical
because I found myself sitting next to
one of the great ladies of our community
and she appeared to have been subject
to another kind of procedure which, I
found out later, does not involve gas.
Anyway, it wasn’t so bad in the end
(as it were!). The nurse came and told
me my wife was waiting and I could
get dressed. She pulled the curtains
around me and I bent over to pull up
my trousers and then the inevitable
happened. One loud report and I was
out the door.
In the car Mrs Plinth said, “I’ll bet
you’re glad all that’s over!”
“I don’t think it is quite!” I replied as
I rolled down the car window.
BARRINGTON PLINTH
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Members of the Somers Craft and Country Guild who will be working hard to complete their
work for the upcoming Easter display in the Somers Fire Station.

A short history of Somers Craft and
Country Guild
On 26 January 1974 a group of ‘mums’
gathered together working at their craft
work while their families were busy
sailing on Westernport. From this
point 23 enthusiastic members, under
the guidance of Judy Kefford, formed
the Somers Craft Guild.
Many members had not sewn a stitch
before this, but with encouragement a
high quality of handicraft was achieved.
The membership even included a
couple of gentlemen who were able
to contribute craft knowledge in
woodwork, tapestry and patterns with
matches.
In 1979 the group was renamed the
Somers Craft and Country Guild and
became incorporated in 1994. Such
was the enthusiasm and the quantity
and quality of craftsmanship, that an
exhibition was held in 1977 on Nancy
Harrison’s front verandah. This was
well attended by adults and children
and the money raised donated to the
Air Ambulance Service.
Since that time Triennial Exhibitions
have been held which have proved so
successful that the venue was changed
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to the Somers Primary School in 1980.
The donations raised have been given
to a variety of organisations including
Somers Primary School and Somers
CFA, to Coolart in the form of bird
sculpture pieces, and to the Red Hill
Agricultural and Horticultural Society
as an encouragement award to a young
person whose ability shone in a craft
activity.
Workshops were set up to encourage
a variety of skills, exchange knowledge
and help others to learn new crafts.
These provided mental stimulation
and a strong social camaraderie grew
within the group; skills covered included
macramé, rug-making, spinning,
bread-making, cake decoration, basket
weaving, hardanger and canvas work.
The crafts continued into dyed-silk
items, patchwork, decoupage, painting,
cross-stitch, drawn-thread work, stump
work, knitting in all forms, beading,
crocheting, tatting, dried and fresh
flower arrangements, scrapbooking,
candlewicking, felting and more recently
Japanese embroidery. The list is endless
but even now new crafts and ideas are

being included as ‘fashion’ takes it
course.
Outings were organised and
weekends away were arranged visiting
Echuca, Bendigo, Sale, Castlemaine,
Warrnambool and Bairnsdale with
specific interest in galleries and
exhibitions. Displays of work have
been promoted locally at Hastings
Library allowing a broader community
to appreciate new and different crafts.
Regular meetings are held involving
speakers with a wide range of expertise
and who provide many new ideas that
are included in our programs. Home
groups meet at weekends and during the
week to allow a more relaxed atmosphere
and to exchange information.
In January 2004 Life Membership
was bestowed on the following founding
members who still contribute and
participate in activities and share their
knowledge and experiences: Judy
Kefford, Shirley Nutting, Barbara Shaw,
Jenny Lewis and Florence Lee.
New members are very welcome and
anyone wishing to join our organisation
can send their enquiries to the Secretary,
PO Box 180, Somers, Vic. 3927.
Our guild will present its 13 th
Triennial Easter Craft Exhibition next
month on 8 and 9 April, at the Somers
Fire Station between 10am and 4pm each
day. The exhibition will include many
techniques of stitchery, embroidery,
beading and quilting together with
painting, knitting and fabric sculpture.
Proceeds will support the Somers CFA.
CORINNE BROOM
President

Somers sailor wins Masters title
Somers Yacht Club member and local
resident Michael Vandenberg took
out the 2012 Victorian Masters Laser
Championship after racing over two
weekends at Port Melbourne and
Somers, which goes to prove that it
was not just local knowledge that won
him the title.
As well as winning the Masters title,
Michael was also placed fifth in the
standard rig State titles after consistent
results throughout the event.
It was a case of Lasers, Lasers
everywhere over the weekend of 1819 February as Laser sailors from all

parts of Victoria converged on Somers
for the State Laser titles hosted by the
yacht club.
Sixty-seven boats took to the water
for two races on Saturday and three on
Sunday which included a number of
Lasers from Somers.
Another Somers YC member, Caitlin
Davies, came in sixth in the radial rig
event scoring a third place in the third
race. Caitlin had been one of the driving
forces behind Somers hosting the State
titles.
Somers Yacht club has hosted
various class state titles for the past few

years. Last year the club staged the Paper
Tigers State titles and in 2009 hosted the
Hobie State titles.
This year as well as running the
Laser titles, Somers will also host the
Contender and Sparrow class State titles.
The planning involved in hosting
such an event as the Laser titles is
significant. A three-man organising
committee of Mark Graham, Norm
Dewar and Chris Gurney started
meeting nine months ago.
The event involved eight safety boats
on the water for the races – four of
which were provided and crewed by
Somers Yacht Club members.
The organisation was a huge and
complicated task. As Rear Commodore
Chris Gurney put it: “This was a highly
complex event with 67 competitors who
were broken up into three divisions each
with a potential seven categories, with
the added curved ball of integrating the
balance of the youth and masters regatta
into the mix!”
TONY DUBOUDIN

The Wishbone
Lasers, Lasers everywhere. Image: Peter Hohaus

Well might you be dismayed
My anger cannot last
Your wishbone eyes have challenged
me
To look toward the past
I take one side, the weather one
And pull till breaking point
But our bones are slippery
And we just twist our heavy joint
You will not let go, your sadness
grows
Your mind will tear me down
So I take the stronger side
And pull your will around
The fork breaks hard, we separate
Our wishes have come true
No longer knowing anger’s touch
No longer knowing you.

Mike Vandenberg received his trophy for taking out the Laser Masters title. Image: Tony
Duboudin

GREGORY PAUL BROADBENT (1995)
(Previously published in Works 2, 1997)
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‘Odd bods’ indeed!
No they are really not so odd, just
RAAF and Allied Air Force air-crew
who served in the UK, Europe and
the Middle East in the Second World
War in units outside the control of the
RAAF. Why this name? It is derived
from the term ‘odd bodies’ used by the
RAF for non-RAF personnel serving
with them.
First there were casual meetings
which began in 1947 and which
eventually led to an association being
formed in 1954. As an Association they
decided to do more than just have their
annual get-togethers and attend social
functions so they provided support for
the Berry Street Babies’ Home, which
led on to financial aid being given to
many and varied organisations including
Legacy. A Welfare Committee was set

up to provide support for widows and
families of deceased members.
Finally, continual aid has been given
to the Ryder-Cheshire Foundation
(Cheshire was a RAF VC winner) in
providing accommodation for family
members visiting relatives in hospitals
and hospices.
In January the Association was to
present a replica of its Battle Honours
to the Somers School Camp to add to
the other Air Force memorabilia kept
there. This is because the camp was the
site of the RAAF No.1 Training School
and where 12,984 air-crew trained as
part of the Empire Air Training Scheme
between 1940 and 1945.
As the camp was in recess over the
holidays the presentation took place
at Coolart where representatives of
the Balnarring and District Historical
Society received the replica to hold in
safe-keeping for the School Camp.

A big night at the
club for centenarian
Linda Poppins (above), mother of club
member Patrick Poppins, celebrated
her 100th birthday at the yacht club
in early February. Patrick and partner
Colleen brought Linda to Somers for the
weekend of her birthday and decided to
enjoy a Friday evening meal at the club.
Linda received a rousing rendition of
Happy Birthday from the Friday night
diners with plenty of congratulations,
chats and hugs and she obviously
enjoyed the evening.
Born 8 February 1912, Linda puts
her longevity down to good parents,
cooking and eating good food and
keeping active through home duties
and, in her younger days, playing hockey.
Linda grew up in Alphington and
spent her married life in Heidelberg. She
and her husband Alex spent some years
in Sydney, Bogong and Tecoma and Alex
was lucky to survive the bombing of
Darwin. The couple had three children
– Patrick, John and Margaret who all live
in the Melbourne area. Sadly Alex died
in August last year just a few months
short of his centenary.
Linda now lives in assisted
accommodation in Camberwell. She has
seven grandchildren and eight greatgrandchildren (at last count).

Linda Poppins with son Patrick (left) and
John Tilleard.
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The town of Puebla
in Victoria
In our last edition (Vol. 8, Issue 5), on
page 2 there was an article headed ‘The
invasion of Melbourne’. In the story a
town called Puebla was named as being
on the Victorian coast. At the stage of
writing the article I was unable to find
out just how such a Spanish-sounding
name could be applied to an Australian
town.
Now through the wonders of
Google, and finding the right question to
ask, a very attractive website ‘Australian
Place Names’ has supplied a quite logical
answer.
Initially the town was known as
Spring Creek in 1871; then it became
known as Puebla, the name appearing
in the Victorian Municipal Directory in
1882. An alternative name of ‘Jan Guck’
also appeared in some documents. The
explanation for the name of Puebla is
quoted as being most likely due to the
Miocene Puebla clay found in the area
which is similar to the clay from Puebla,
Mexico. This clay is internationally
known for the ‘Talavera’ pottery made
from it.
Living in the area were two property
owners, Zeally and Follet from Torquay
in Devon, England and so in 1892 there
was another name change, this time to
Torquay as we know the town today.
ROD NUSKE

Katrina and Bernard, not
your usual people

Katrina Newman and her family have a
long-standing association with Somers;
three generations in fact and her partner
Bernard Gerardin is a Frenchman and a
fairly recent arrival. So what’s he doing
here, we hear you cry! Well, we’ll come
back to that soon.
Katrina’s mother’s family had been
coming to Somers since the early 1930s.
They stayed in a house at 8 Ocean View
Crescent and subsequently they bought
it and it’s still in the family. We’re talking
about Walter George Suter and Zeta
Pengilley Suter.
Katrina’s father’s parents, Oriel and
Donald Newman had a holiday house in
Somers as well. In fact it was on Somers
beach that Katrina’s parents met. Her
father (Jeffrey Newman) rowed his boat
around the point and ashore, spotted
Valerie on the beach and decided he
would woo her. Valerie took some
wooing but in the end she succumbed
and a wedding followed in due course.
Valerie has told Katrina of her fond
memories of Somers as it was: square
dancing in the rotunda in the holiday
park, dancing to the strains of Victor
Sylvester on Ray Stone’s record player

and watching the movie matinees in
the park.
Katrina had a keen interest in
art and design at school. To further
her education she studied Gold and
Silversmithing at Canberra School of
Art, graduating in 1983.
“In early 1986 after travelling from
China, across Russia on the TransMongolian Railway and into and
through Europe, I returned to Australia
and established my studio at Gorman
House Arts Centre in Canberra. I
remained the longest individual artist
tenant at Gorman House until I
returned to my hometown Melbourne
in 1994. The move back to Melbourne
was necessary for my health, as I had
recently been diagnosed with chronic
rheumatoid arthritis and there were
no public hydrotherapy pools in
Canberra at the time. So to get access
to a hydrotherapy pool I moved to
Melbourne, leaving my clients and
friends behind in Canberra. With the
warm-water exercise I have been able
to return to full health and the arthritis
is in remission.”
While the fact is that Katrina will
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always be a smithy, she is also working
with the Disabilities Resources Centre
Inc. as a part-time advocate for people
with disabilities. This involves helping
people with problems and complaints
and liaising with various government
departments and services. Her territory
includes Casey, Pakenham, Dandenong,
Frankston and the Mornington
Peninsula. Katrina describes her work
as putting out small grassfires and
battling larger ones that sometimes
burn on for years. She says the work
can be very exhausting.
Bernard Gerardin was born at
Pointe Noire in the Congo but he
doesn’t remember much about it since
he was only two when the family left
to go back to France. Here they lived
in Les Vosges Lorraine which is near
Strasbourg. At 17 Bernard left school
and joined the marines. They say that
an army marches on its stomach and
Bernard was inducted as an assistant in
supplying fresh food for the boats that
he voyaged on for four years as they
travelled around the world.
At 21 years old Bernard enrolled
in l’Armee de l’Air, where he worked
in restaurant management. He retired
when he was 48 years old. One year
prior to his retirement in 2002, he went
on a holiday in New Caledonia, where
he started working as a Hotel Manager
on Isle de Pins in 2003.
Katrina also went for a holiday in
New Caledonia in 2002. She wanted
to practice the French that she had
recently begun learning at Alliance
Française for travels she would later
take in West Africa. Katrina got more
than she had bargained for when she
found herself sitting next to a goodlooking Frenchman at breakfast (and
later on at dinner) in the Noumea
Youth Hostel. A holiday romance
ensued and then Katrina came back
home and Bernard went back to France.
But that wasn’t that!
Bernard and Katrina kept in touch
with letters and emails and then in
October 2006, Bernard arrived for a
visit. Bernard proposed on Somers
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beach towards the end of his threeweek visit. Later they had Christmas
together in New Caledonia. Finally in
2010 after much coming and going
Bernard was granted a permanent
residence visa to live in Australia and
here they are, living in Somers as though
it is the most natural thing to do.
Bernard loves Australia; he feels
that we show respect for one another
and trust, as instanced with roadside
stalls which operate on the honesty
system. With Katrina, he has enjoyed
travelling the roads of Australia and
experiencing those wide-open spaces.
Bernard has two grown children living
in France and he visits them once a
year. He still misses them and has a
hope that they will come to Australia,
at least for a visit.
As for the future, Katrina is still at
work on her smithy’s bench and her
plan, with Bernard’s help, is to open
a small gallery cafe. It sounds like a
very good idea. You can view Katrina’s
work and contact her via her website
at http://katrinanewman.com
BARRY MERTON

Coincidence
. . . described as ‘connection’ in my
Thesaurus.
Do we live in an invisible ‘spider’s web’ which
embraces us and keeps us, unconsciously, in
contact with each other?
Australia
When I first came to Melbourne in
1959, I rented a room in Kew. Imagine
my surprise when during a tour of my
new environment I came across a street
called ‘Walmer Street’ (I was born in
a street called Walmer in the middle
of Marylebone, London). Nearby
were several other streets with familiar
names – Bond, Harcourt – even a shop
starting with my then name, Thompson.
It seemed like a conspiracy, but I put it
down to coincidence.

London

Years ago, in London, I shared a flat
with Claire, a great friend of mine.
Claire married and had three children.
I migrated to Australia and we lost
touch. When my daughter, Glenda,
obtained her qualifications as a textile
designer, she found no outlets for her
employment in Australia so relocated
to London and obtained a post with
Laura Ashley. After working happily for
some months, she received a summons
from her superior, Jo, to her office –
to be told that Jo’s mother, Claire, had
identified Glenda as my daughter. Was
that a coincidence? On my next visit to
London, Claire and I were able to meet
each other after so many years and renew
our friendship.
London
Again in London, Henry and I visited one
of Henry’s engineering acquaintances.
He was showing us some photographs
of various groups of his friends and
colleagues when we recognised one as
a great friend of ours from our Snowy
Mountains Hydro Electric days.
Darwin Hospital
I was in hospital in Darwin and had
befriended a patient from across the
ward. I got talking to her husband one
day and discovered that he had been born
in the very street in London where Henry
and I had had a flat some years before.
Somers
My sister Ivy and her husband Stan came
to visit for a few weeks. Stan was a great
‘socialite’ in that he loved to wander
around and talk to whoever wished to
participate. The house next door to us
is a holiday house, which means we have
a constant change in our neighbours.
Stan loved to gossip over the fence and
discovered that the man of the house at
the time shared a school in Cricklewood,
London, with him – and not only that,
they had shared a ‘buzz bomb’ (or one
of Hitler’s doodlebugs) which exploded
between their houses.
Henry and I seem to have a
‘connection’ to London. Is it WEIRD
or WHAT???
BETTY BROADBENT

Obituary

Merlyn Margaret Rae
18/10/37 ~ 11/1/1912

When Merlyn was born to her parents
Zillah and Robert Hamilton May they
were of course not to know what an
exciting full life was before her. She
began her education at the Ivanhoe
Grammar Girls’ School and then went
on to University High.
During her teenage years Merlyn
worked part-time at Buckleys and there
developed a love for retailing and perhaps
her later keen interest in fashion and
style. Saturday mornings were spent at
her father’s Northcote Business College
learning typing and shorthand. This
enabled her to obtain a position as
medical secretary at the Royal Women’s
Hospital.
Since the age of 14 Merlyn had been
courted by Geoffrey Rae and they were
married in 1959. They set to and designed
and built their first home in Doncaster.
Their first child Kerryn was born the
following year and young Geoffrey
arrived in 1963.
With the children at kindergarten
they both worked hard assisting with
fund-raising which included fashion
parades. From this Merlyn developed her
attraction to modelling on the catwalk.
In 1970 Geoff attended Harvard
Business School which provided Merlyn
with her first taste of overseas travel.

Back in Australia though, the family of
four enjoyed many camping holidays and
skiing at Perisher was also a pastime they
all enjoyed.
A beach house in Somers was
purchased in the 1970s which provided
the combination of a social and relaxed
lifestyle that was a special feature of the
beach society and the yacht club. As
Geoff said, “Good friends and great
times”.
Merlyn decided to help with the
costs of the children’s education and her
fashionable wardrobe, by working for her
father. As well as being a businessman
Hamilton had painted and also illustrated
Gould League bird books. This artistic
genetic trait was to show later when his
daughter turned her interests to the world
of art.
A change in the family’s lifestyle
occurred in the ’80s, when they moved
to Bell Street, Fitzroy as the children were
attending Melbourne University. Merlyn
and Geoffrey found the bohemian innercity lifestyle among Kerryn and young
Geoffrey’s friends was much to their
liking.
By 1988 Geoff senior had retired and
he and Merlyn ventured to England to be
with son Geoffrey in London and Kerryn
in Edinburgh where they were presented
with the first of their five grandchildren,
Brittany. Before returning to Australia
Geoff junior suggested that his mother
should pursue an interest for herself and

so Merlyn the artist was born.
Taking to this new-found interest with
her usual wholehearted enthusiasm she
undertook CAE courses and joined the
Victorian Artists’ Society. Initially there
were Somers beach landscapes but not for
long as she and Geoff travelled to Europe
where Merlyn painted in such places as
Monet’s garden, Provence and Tuscany.
Her work was shown in exhibitions and
entered into art shows. There were also
satisfying private commissions.
So by the ’90s Merlyn had carved for
herself an artistic, stylish and trendsetting
persona with painting, travel, cooking,
dining out, shopping and the maintenance
of a fashionable wardrobe providing her
distinctive lifestyle.
That this happy and fulfilling life
should come to an abrupt end is a sad
irony of life; Merlyn suffered a fall in
Tuscany in 2002 breaking her hip which
lead to severe painful back problems and
caused restricted mobility issues.
Merlyn was a person who looked out
for others, placing their needs before
her own. At all times she was loving,
thoughtful, generous and kind. In illhealth she showed stoicism and strength.
Her life was one lived to the full in her
own special way.
Following her funeral a further
celebration of Merlyn’s life was held by a
retrospective of her work at the Victorian
Artists’ Society.
ROD NUSKE

A letter from a friend
Recently I attended the funeral of Jules (Julie) Williams who grew up in Somers and although
I had not seen her since she was a teenager I certainly had contact with her mother Dot who still
lives in the family home not far from me. Her girlhood friend Margaret Northcott (nee Sharky)
delivered a eulogy that I found quite touching. It was in the form of a letter to Julie reminiscing
on their life as they grew up together in Somers in those seemingly less complex times some 50 odd
years ago.
ROD NUSKE
Hi Jules,
I must be getting older than I
thought as my thoughts keep slipping
back to the past. I was 18 months old
when your mum brought her first born,
Julie Patricia, home from Hastings

hospital to live next door to me. I’m
sorry but I don’t actually remember this
stupendous event. How thoughtless
of me! I’ve been trying to think of
my first real memory of you but, do
you know what, I don’t have one; you
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have just always been there. I have
been looking through old photographs
of us when we were little tackers. I
found one of you in your velvet dress.
I think it was dark red but my memory
is not that great so it could have been
another colour. You have vegemite
on your face although, because your
face is somewhat in shadow, it’s hard
to distinguish it. Remember when
we used to play with dolls and had
morning teas? Your friends today would
probably have difficulty seeing you in
that light. I think it was my influence.
Luckily for you, you shook that off
very early in the piece.
In those early days you and I were
pretty inseparable. We both lived in and
out of each other’s homes. Unlike me,
you acquired siblings: Alan, Cheryl and
Wendy. But our friendship remained
unaltered and some good times were
still ahead of us.
I was thinking of you the other
day when more of my hair hit the
floor. You lost your beautiful hair to
chemotherapy. Mine’s just leaving me.
Remember how, when we were primary
age kids, we both had dead straight hair
and how our mothers would make us
sleep with rags in our hair of a Saturday
night so that we would look our best for
Sunday school the next day? I still curse
Shirley Temple to this day for giving
us endless sleepless nights. Your mum
would get so exasperated because you
could never keep a ribbon in your hair.
Your hair was very thick and had a mind
of its own. Later, it was to become your
crowning glory.
I headed off to Somers Primary
School a couple of years before you.
I think I was in grade 2 when the
Dicksons moved in across the road:
Marg and Harry, with their kids Betty,
John, Mark and Anne, who we always
knew as Bubby. Their arrival heralded
more of those halcyon days. My
memory is of long summers spent at
the beach. We would be down there
early to collect soft-drink bottles. We’d
get threepence for Tarax and Marchant
bottles and sixpence for Cottees or Coca
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Cola bottles. These we would hand in
to the ‘bottom’ store and buy icy poles
(Blue Peters. Yum!) for threepence or
Choc Wedges (Yeah! They’ve been
around that long) for sixpence. If we
had a particularly lucky morning we
would buy Eskimo Pies for a shilling.
We were very good scavengers and
found all sorts of treasures along the
foreshore. The scrub behind the beach
was a delight. We would spend hours
making huts and weaving reeds into
mats for the floors. We also spent quite
a bit of time spying on young couples
who thought they had found their own
private nooks within the dense scrub.
What an education that was! We were
also pretty chuffed when we discovered
the outdoor chapel made of driftwood
down by the creek. It’s funny isn’t it,
Jules, that when you’re a kid and you
discover something that may have been
around for years, suddenly, you and no
one else, owns it. We thought it was
our own special place, didn’t we? How
lucky we were. Unlike the children of
today, we had so much freedom and
rejoiced in it.
Primary School years flew by. At
a school where the enrolment never
exceeded 30 students while we were
there, everyone played with everyone,
regardless of year level. District
sports days, fancy-dress nights, school
concerts were part of each year’s busy
calendar. Do you ever look back, Julie,
at our fancy-dress outfits and laugh?
Boy! Those costumes took up a lot of
our mums’ creative talent and time,
didn’t they?
Mornington High School saw us
both make new friendships, some
enduring and some, not so. You and
I both had weekend and holiday jobs
working part time at the general stores;
you in Stone’s ‘top’ store and me in
Reynolds’ ‘bottom’ store. On our days
off we would strip down to bikinis and
strut our stuff along the beach like so
many other teenage girls and boys.
Whenever I think of you, Jules, that’s
how I remember you. Long sun-tanned
limbs, long auburn hair streaming

behind you. I was so jealous. Although
that memory of you is a summertime
memory, I think of you as in autumn
colours. Your sun-tanned skin glowed
with copper tints while your hair blazed
like topaz. Your eyes, with the sun in
them, were liquid amber. You were
gloriously stunning. The only fly in the
ointment was your extreme shyness. We
can’t have everything, I guess. This was
something that we both suffered from;
it was so debilitating and just about
made us social outcasts. However, we
both managed to deal with it each in
our own way and found friendships in
spite of our shyness. It’s a pity though.
Just think of how much more fun we
would have had with the ‘slushies’ from
the Lord Somers camp!
In those days, Saturday nights would
find us walking along the beach with a
crowd of fellow ‘Somerians’ heading
towards the open-air movies, or passion
pit as it was known, or to Westclub
dances held by the Balnarring Beach
Yacht Club. Eventually, Somers Yacht
Club was built and held its own dances.
It’s where I met my future husband.
From this time on we went our separate
ways. We kept in touch infrequently, but
I did get some letters from you when
you were England. Through your mum,
we both kept up with what each of us
was doing.
Later we began keeping in touch
with each other once again on a more
regular basis. We’d have long phone
conversations or catch up in town for
lunch or movies. You spent weekends at
my place busy in my garden. My garden
misses your green thumbs, by the way.
I also stayed at your flat a few times. I
am so happy that we were able to do
this. I just wish I had spent more time
with you. Friendships are funny things
aren’t they? They come in all shapes,
colours and sizes but, the amazing thing
about them is, they always seem to fit
perfectly. Do you ever think how odd
it is that our friendship has lasted all
these years even though we now have
so little in common? I was trying to
think of things of interest that we DID

share; I didn’t come up with many. I
remember that as young teenagers you
liked the Rolling Stones and I liked the
Beatles, but neither of us liked Elvis.
I guess that’s something we had in
common. We both like Leonard Cohen.
Gardening? You’re a dedicated gardener
whereas I am a binge gardener. I go flat
chat at it for a month; don’t touch it for
another six months then wonder why
everything turns up its toes! My garden
really misses you. I think I will place
a stake in my garden acknowledging
the passing of its friend. One thing
I do know though, Jules, is this. Our
friendship goes all the way back to
when you began and will continue until
I end. This I promise you.
I miss you. Write soon.
Love as always,
MARG

Quotes from
Bertrand Russell
The trouble with the world is
that the stupid are cocksure
and the intelligent are full of
doubt.

The Somers Primary School Newsletter
arrived in the mail and it contained some good
news indeed. The following announcement
from the School Council President addressed
to the parents says it all.

The time you enjoy wasting is
not wasted time.
War does not determine who
is right – only who is left.
A happy life must be to a
great extent a quiet life, for it
is only in an atmosphere of
quiet that true joy dare live.

Somers Petanque and
Nautical Croquet Klub (SPANCK)
Somers Petanque and Nautical Croquet
Klub (SPANCK) is inviting people to
join in. The group generally meets at
the old tennis courts in Garden Square
for petanque and on the beach for

Good news week!

croquet on the first and third Sundays
of the month.
If anyone would like to join in,
contact Keith Moore on 0416 294 920.

Beach croquet with Simon Boadle, Tim Brock, Warren Haynes, Kenn McIntosh, Stephen
Clifford, Keith Moore and the ever-so-stylish Robert Barthlomew! Picture: Robi Warden

“As families will be aware, the position
of Principal, Somers Primary School
was recently advertised. Applications
for the position were assessed by a
selection panel following the Education
Department’s formal Principal Selection
Process.
On behalf of the Selection Panel
and School Council, I am pleased to
announce the appointment of David
Ingham to this position.
On behalf of everyone at Somers
Primary School may I offer our
congratulations to David. Over the past
three years David has made a significant
contribution to our school. Under his
leadership, Somers Primary School has
achieved so much – we are truly privileged
to have someone of such high calibre
and with such extensive experience in
the education sector in this position. We
are excited at this opportunity to have
David continue in his role as leader of
Somers Primary School for the next five
years. Congratulations David!
Martin Allenby
President – School Council”
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Life at Coolart
Brian Thomas is ranger at the Coolart
Wetlands and Homestead. We are delighted
to bring our readers his report on recent
activity at this beautiful part of Somers.
If you haven’t been for a walk there lately,
perhaps this might inspire you!
What a difference a wet winter and
spring has made to the garden,
woodlands and of course wetlands at
Coolart. Two things stood out over the
last few months. The first was the life
on the Upper Wetlands (outside the
observatory) which came alive with
a great sprawling meadow of water
ribbons full of insect life.
For a while this was very quiet and I
couldn’t understand why birds were not
using it a great deal; then the weather
warmed up and a Great Egret and several
White-necked Herons (Pacific Herons)
moved in joining our resident Whitefaced Herons and chased each other
around the wetland causing somewhat
of a distraction during talks. (If ever
you are giving a talk in the Wetlands
Observatory you should always insist
on the blinds being drawn otherwise
you are competing for attention with
what is going on outside the windows!)
The Herons and the Egret were
frequently seen stalking frogs and
minuscule pond life right in front of
the windows. Is this how they keep their
super-model figures, by eating tiny pieces
of food a bit at a time? Purple Swamp
Hens led their chicks through the tall
grass and passed tasty morsels to them
beak to beak or pulled up grass stems
and held them delicately in their feet
while eating their way down the stems,
snipping off pieces of the stem with
the efficiency of an electrician snipping
away at wire with wire cutters.
Next came the Nankeen Night
Herons – eight of them, including
juveniles which stayed around for a
few weeks and surprising me several
mornings in a row was a Boobook Owl
perched on the door-closer. The owl
had probably been drawn to this spot
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by the Agile Antechinus that habitually
run in and out of the observatory at this
point. There is also a nest of Ring-tailed
Possums above the door and although
they are probably a bit big for the owl I
have seen a Boobook attacking a ring-tail
at night and the baby ones might just be
able to be extracted from the nest by an
owl, just as I’ve seen Ravens do.
Another exciting event has been
sightings of numerous Crakes and
Rails. Crakes and Rails are secretive
water hens which live in reed beds or
amongst the grasses and sedges that
surround a wetland; as such they are of
great interest to bird watchers because
they can be difficult to observe.
The Buff-banded Rails have had
a bumper season with at least four
broods of chicks on various parts of
the property including right outside the
office windows!
Kees has had the best experiences.
Once he had to stop slashing when he
saw a family of five tiny chicks scurrying
about near the tractor. He hopped off
and gathered them up gently in his hands
so that they stayed together and waited
for a few minutes until the piping calls of
the chicks brought the parents out from
cover. As soon as he saw the adult birds
he released the chicks and the reunited
family scurried off together into the
undergrowth.
On one of my wetland surveys I
was standing at the track junction near
the viewing platform when I spotted
a Spotless Crake (though it remained
spotless nonetheless); it was a juvenile,
and then another appeared. A movement
in my peripheral vision made me look
around and there on the other side of the
track was an Australian Spotted Crake
– and another. I hardly knew which
way to look, then another movement
caught my eye – it was a Lewin’s Rail
taking a bath, splashing and ruffling its
feathers right in front of me. Scanning
the nearby reedy edge I picked up an
adult Spotless Crake and a Little Grass
Bird hopped into view too. A little earlier
I had seen a Latham’s Snipe outside the
Observatory windows so it had been a

Australian Crake.

Baillon’s Crake.

Buff-banded Rail.
very productive morning.
Over the next few weeks this location
(and the Crake Hide) almost guaranteed
a sighting of one of the Crakes or Rails
(we also added Baillon’s Crake to the
list) and on one of our sunset walks I
was even able to show a large group of
visitors (about 50 of them) an Australian
Crake as it pecked about, seemingly
unconcerned, right in front of us, which
rather went against the essence of my

talk which was that these birds were shy
and secretive.
The Frogmouths once again
produced a chick – just one this year
– to delight our visitors. The Sacred
Kingfishers were a little shyer about
their reproductive activities this year –
or perhaps they chose another site as I
haven’t been the victim of fly-by attacks
as I was last year. A juvenile bird flying
around indicates that they have nested
somewhere.
Not a bird but an exciting butterfly
with a bird’s name was a Common
Crow, a big black butterfly – as its name
suggests – fluttering over the reed beds
being chased by an enthusiastic ranger
trying to get a better look. It landed
teasingly just for a second right in front
of me on a convolvulus flower and then
disappeared over the treetops.
BRIAN THOMAS

Legacy barbeque
A barbecue was held by Legacy at Somers
School Camp on Saturday 14 January for
a very special group of Junior Legatees.
These are dependents with disabilities of
deceased servicemen and are classified
as Junior Legatees for Life for whom
Legacy is committed to support with

Wedge-tailed eagles Alphabet poem
in Somers
A is for apple and B is for boat
Local resident and Commodore of the
yacht club, Malcolm Otto has seen a
pair of these birds near the outer west
gate of Cerberus. Simon Boadle from
the property Korbanui also reported a
sighting and believes they are nesting
nearby. He remembers seeing eagles
only three times during his lifetime in
Somers. Malcom said that to see these
magnificent birds relatively close to him
when travelling along South Beach Road
was a quite thrilling experience.
With the recent influx of rabbits in
and around Somers the eagles should
have no difficulty in feeding themselves
and hopefully their young.
ROD NUSKE
holidays and recreation activities that
would have been provided by the
deceased veteran. The day was made
exciting for the JLs by the provision of
rides on Harley Davidson motorbikes
(courtesy of the Harley Owners group)
and in the ‘Thunderbird’ cars which were
a very impressive array of American
convertibles. Both are organised each
year by Legatee Terry Black.

That used to be right, but now it
won’t float,
Age before beauty is what we once
said,
But let’s be more realistic instead:
A’s for arthritis,
B’s the bad back,
C’s the chest pains,
Perhaps car-di-ac?
D is for dental decay and decline,
E is for eyesight, can’t read that top
line!
F is for fissures and fluid retention,
G is for gas which I’d rather not
mention.
H for high blood pressure – I’d rather
it low;
I for incisions with scars you can
show.
J is for joints, out of socket, won’t
mend.
K is for knees that crack when they
bend.
L’s for libido, what happened to sex?
M is for memory, I forget what comes
next.
N’s for neuralgia, in nerves way down
low;
O is for osteo in bones that don’t
grow.
P for prescriptions, I have quite a few,
Just give me a pill and I’ll be good as
new!
Q is for queasy, is it fatal or flu?
R is for reflux, one meal turns to two.
S for sleepless nights, counting my
fears,
T is for tinnitus; bells in my ears.
U is for urinary; troubles with flow;
V is for vertigo, that’s ‘dizzy’, you
know.
W for worry, NOW what’s going
round?
X is for X-ray, and what might be
found.
Y for another year I’m here left
behind.
Z is for zest I have – here in my mind.
I’ve survived all the symptoms, my
body’s deployed,
And I’m keeping twenty-six doctors
fully employed.
[From the internet]
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Power sources, radiation and
some errors corrected
In Vol. 8, Issue 3, p.15 of the Nautilus Patrick Cusick proposed that “humans are a big cause
of the problem” of global warming. In the following issue Kevin Close continued the discussion,
prompting Henry Broadbent to offer his opinions on the subject in our last issue (‘Humans have
a problem and it is not global warming’, Vol. 8, Issue 5, p. 18). Here Kevin responds to Henry:
Congratulation Henry Broadbent for
writing in last issue of Somers Paper
Nautilus where you took up the issue of
global warming and other problems we
face. I support much of your article, but
why mind that I didn’t include nuclear
power in my list of alternative energy
sources? (Nautilus Vol. 8, Issue 4, p.26)
Perhaps you guessed that it wasn’t my
preference!
Nuclear power for electricity
generation is not cost effective if the
operational safety issues are properly
addressed in the design, construction
and management. The nuclear accidents
we know about have exposed such cost
cutting. The risks are shared with the
wider world. Your claim that nuclear
power is “by far the safest way of
electricity generation” is not supported by
any evidence, only your assertion. I would
argue that the nuclear accidents we know
about are indicative of a very dangerous
process with long-lasting consequences
for human health.
The Chernobyl reactor design was
such that it had a ‘runaway’ characteristic.
The moderating effect of internal water
was reduced as the water became steam.
Constant manual moderation was
essential. Couple that with poorly trained
staff attempting a test procedure and we
had the disaster of April 1986.
Your claim of “about 50 deaths” is
part of the story. The website below
is one of many from a Google search.
The site: http://library.thinkquest.
org/3426/ leads to more detail of deaths
(31officially), disabled (24), acute radiation
syndrome (238) and 600,000 classified
as significantly exposed. A significant
ongoing health impact! Hardly “the safest
way to generate electricity” as you claim.

Henry, you claim the forced
evacuations at Chernobyl were
unnecessary and caused more deaths. Did
the authorities neglect those evacuees?
How do you know the evacuation was
unnecessary? There is evidence of
widespread mutations of animals left in
that area. Do we risk that in the human
population? The article above tells more
detail.
A nuclear industry website: http://
www.world-nuclear.org/info/chernobyl/
inf07.html has a more conservative view
of the impact but still rather more than
50 deaths.
Since then the Fukushima tsunami
has seriously damaged that nuclear power
plant, built as a commercial venture to
provide electric power at competitive
prices. Sited beside the coast for easy
access to huge volumes of cooling water,
it was protected by a 5.6m high tsunami
barrier.
This lower seawall was the first
economy even though much larger
tsunamis to 15m were known. The
second economy was the security of the
electricity supply to the cooling-water
pumps from either the overhead mains or
from the standby diesel generators. Vital
for the safety of the nuclear reactors, but
both were subject to flooding. Both could
have been placed on higher ground or in
a safer location. Enclosing this plant or
building it on a higher level would have
cost more. The extra costs would make
the project uncompetitive. The risks were
passed on to the population. The damage
is ongoing, hard to quantify and easy to
blame on “natural causes”. Henry, am I
making sense? Is the claim of “the safest
...” becoming harder to justify?
Henry claims “some radioactivity is

essential for human health”. Whoa! This
is a serious bit of misinformation with
mixed logic complicating it further.
T he issue has two par ts:
1. Normal healthy human tissue is
not ever aided or improved by
radiation, in fact radiation causes cell
damage and leads to cell mutation or
cell death. Not a fiction as you claim!
2. Our medical science has found ways
to use radiation to kill diseased human
tissue. Cancer is such a case. Radiation
kills both the cancer cells and healthy
cells. Medical science uses controlled,
focussed, graded doses of radiation at
suitable intervals of time. They know
this will do more harm to cancer cells
and less harm to healthy cells. The healthy
cells will recover more quickly than the
cancer cells. However areas treated with
radiotherapy are more likely to develop
cancer cells in future. My reference for
this is the radiotherapy treatment team
at Frankston Private Hospital. A Scottish
scientist, Gray, did early research into the
use of radiotherapy.
Henry is merging these issues and so
ignoring that radiation always damages
human cells. He is implying that normal
background radiation without medical
management is good for us. He mixes
these two issues, even suggesting some
deliberate fiction. Either lack of thinking
or a truly naughty mistake Henry! Am I
being too hard on you? I hope you are
doing some research.
If you want ‘food for thought’ about
background radiation, drop in to the
waiting rooms at Peter MacCallum Cancer
Clinic and ask yourself, ask the staff, why
there are so many young people needing
treatment for cancer. Is it from the boost
to background radiation from those
atomic tests in WA or the Pacific? Do we
need additional nuclear accidents? Why
choose nuclear when other alternatives
could be developed without the long-term
impacts on health?
Biomass is another issue you picked
out of my list but you diverted to issues
of the early impact on food stocks and
prices of corn and land. These are issues
of mismanagement and competitive
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greed. Using food stock for biomass is a
waste, but perhaps corn was easier to use.
Clearly there is plenty of non-edible plant
material for biomass without competing
with food supplies, even seaweed. See:
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2012-0120/modified-bugs-turn-seaweed-intobiofuel/3784734 for an ABC article on
seaweed as biomass. At least 20 years ago
I read of biomass-generated gas used for
cooking in India and Africa.
Other comments Henry has made
seem to be true but are not true. For
example Henry says, “Carbon dioxide is
not an atmospheric pollutant.” I agree
CO2 is a natural part of the atmosphere,
as are many other things; but it would
seem Henry is absolving CO2 of any
involvement in any climate impact, and
this is not true. It’s rather like telling a
drowning man or a flood victim that
water is natural and essential for your
wellbeing! Clearly water has good and
bad effects as does CO2. Henry please!
Evaluation opens doubt over your clarity
of argument.
Henry likes the chemical measures
of CO2 levels, but wants us to believe
measures referenced from Antarctic ice
cores are a joke. I suspect the Antarctic
ice core measures give a much longer
historical perspective than 200 years of
chemical measuring. Where is the joke
Henry?
I suspect Henry that you have little
scientific background but you feel free
to be critical of scientific thought and
research. Unsupported assertions and
drifts in logic are not typical of scientific
thinkers. We should recognise that
scientists are generally quite conservative
in their claims.
This topic needs more and better
argument than either Henry or I have
given to it, or even Nautilus could devote
space to. But misinformation needs
highlighting. I have addressed some
issues that I know something about.
Maybe one day I’ll meet Henry for a
good chat; perhaps a forum over coffee
at the Somers Store. But, let the thinking
be clear!
KEVIN CLOSE
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From feather duster to rooster
This is a story told by Jay Nagl to members of Balnarring Probus Club and I felt it would be
of interest to our readers as it may bring back memories from their own childhoods and their
relationships with their grandparents.
Jay grew up in a town called Ruma which is in today’s Serbia. In less than 80 years of the
th
20 century, the town and the region suffered five murderous regime changes, including at least
two enormous and horrific chapters of ‘ethnic cleansing’ when many thousands were brutally
‘eliminated’ or expelled.
Jay also explained that whilst his family and neighbours lived in town, they mostly made their
living working with horses, using their own family labour or hired help on the 10–25 hectare
farm plots out of town. Many properties were a half-hour wagon ride away. Hence the whole
community were regular dawn risers.
He went on to explain that this is one of many enduring childhood memories about his
grandfather Ignacius. It happened on a long ago morning in Ruma, Vojvodina, Yugoslavia.
Rod Nuske
After we cleared and I closed the gate,
he motioned impatiently for me to hurry,
and get back up on the wagon. Then
he frowned and scolded: “Ich bin der
Meister diese Pferde und dieser Wagen,
und du machst genau was ich dir sage!”
– “I am the master of these horses and
this wagon and you’ll do exactly as I tell
you.” His outburst crushed my roosterlike excitement into a feather duster.
I have long ago forgotten what I had
said or done to earn the harsh rebuke,
but the words are ingrained in my head
alongside the image of my grandfather
Ignacius.
In 1940, as an 8-year-old, I am sitting
on the front crossboard of the wagon
while he stands behind, legs astride
and shins against the same board, to
steady himself. As always, in my eyes,
he is resplendent in his freshly trimmed
handlebar moustache, his narrowrimmed hat set at a cheeky angle – and

this morning, he is holding the reins
of two superbly groomed horses: the
speckled grey mare Mitzy and Bruno, the
shiny black gelding. Every few strides,
he would flick a leather rein to pat one
or the other on the rump. Later on
that ride, he bent down to whisper in
my ear. (So the horses wouldn’t hear?
I wondered. Then I twig: he’s forgiven
me the earlier mistake.) “Das lässt sie
wissen das ich ihre Ungehorsamkeiten
kenne” –“This lets them know that I
am wise to their mischievous habits,”
he confides.
The rig was loaded yesterday and
is full of watermelons. When we were
harnessing and hitching the horses at
first light, good neighbour Frau Magda
Oswald leaned over the fence and said:
“They are fetching good prices this
week”. Of course Opa and I already
knew that. That’s why we were in the
yard so early.

Young tennis player makes
big impression
Eleven-year-old Somers Tennis Club
junior Jackson Hannah made a big
impression over the summer tennis
season in a number of tournaments.
H e p l ay e d i n M o r n i n g t o n
Tennis Club’s under-11 round robin
tournament, winning eight out of nine
matches, finishing third over all and
finishing runner-up in the doubles with
Caden Adams.
Grandfather Ignacius.
We’re headed for the Alter Markt,
which is the local produce market at
the far end of König Peter Strasse.
Eerily, and for quite a while, there is
no other traffic on the street – not even
a pedestrian.
When we hit the short cobbled
stretch at this end of Main Street, Mitzy
and Bruno were still frisky. We moved at
an awkward slow gait, almost demanding
attention by the rumbling commotion
of steel-rimmed wheels on cobblestone.
The jingle of three harness bells could
also be heard (the fourth’s clapper was
missing) and the irregular clip-clop of
horseshoes amplified the din and stirred
my sense of occasion. It was calm but
chilly, you could see the horses breathing
and snorting – and overhead, there was
still a touch of dawn.
Soon after the cobbled stretch, Opa
sits down next to me and hands me the
reins for the very first time, ever. Wow!
I’m thinking. A rush of emotions kicks
in and I struggle to regain composure,
the dominant thought: “I will not let him
down this time”. Holding the reins with
slightly trembling hands, I most carefully
guide Mitzy and Bruno in the way he
had shown me so many times before,
in pretend sessions. So here we go with
the precious load along the last kilometre
down Main Street, past my school, past
the Catholic church, past the Serbian
school and Orthodox church compound

and beyond to our destination.
Before turning to enter the Alter
Markt, I’m told to pull up while
granddad hops down and grabs Mitzi’s
bridle to lead the team through the
milling crowd at the gate, and to pay
the fee. As we approach, the paperboy
on the footpath almost spooks the
horses as he shouts: “POLITIKA i
VREME, OŠIŠANI JEŽ” touting the
day’s Serbian and Croatian newspapers
and, importantly for me, the popular
comic titled ‘Shorn Porcupine’ with
Cyrillic text and captions. Afterwards,
when the wagon was empty/sold out,
Opa gave me two Dinars and 25 Paras
to buy myself an OŠIŠANI JEŽ and
an ice-cream for each of us. Then I was
off, running flat out to get to school on
time, back at the other end of König
Peter Strasse.
For me, being trusted to control
the reins for the first time remains the
pinnacle of treats, and to this day I
treasure his timing. My self-confidence
was born in that instant and our bond
of mutual admiration was stunningly
restored.
Seventy-two years
later, I swear that life just
doesn’t get much zingier
than that – I was a rooster
again.
JAY NAGL

At Dromana Tennis Club’s round
robin tournament, he won the singles
and was runner-up in the doubles with
Caden Adams.
In the district schools singles
tournament for grade 5 /6 students
held at Balnarring Tennis Club he
won the event and will now play in
the regional tournament, representing
the Crib Point School District on 27
April at Mornington Tennis Club. If he
wins he will go on to Bendigo Tennis
Centre for the statewide finals.
In the Peninsula Tennis Association
championships, Jackson will play in
the doubles event at Rye Tennis Club
in April.
Jackson’s Saturday morning Section
4 Somers Tennis Club team consisting
of Daniel Guthro-Dowling and
Mitchell Tucker finished on top of the
ladder and will play in the grand final
on 24 March.
Jackson also plays cricket for
Balnarring, football for Crib Point and
swims for Somers Primary School.

Jackson Hannah with some of his trophies.
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Let’s hear it for
the nurses
Readers will be aware that since this article
was written the nurses and the Baillieu
government have settled their differences.
Have you ever noticed the road signs
outside some hospitals that say ‘Quiet
– Hospital’?
Well why do they bother? Inside
most hospitals the amount of noise
generated would drown out all but a
B-double truck going up a one-in-10
hill in second gear.
Why is it that hospitals, which are
supposed to be oases of calm and silence,
somehow manage to end up sounding
like primary school playgrounds at break
time?
Having recently spent five days in a
private establishment for some spareparts surgery I am speaking from firsthand experience.

While the care was exemplary, the
nurses wonderfully kind and caring, the
noise, even in a private room, always
intruded.
The sort of thing I am talking about
includes clattering from the mealsserving area, people talking at the top
of their voices, trolleys being wheeled up
and down the corridor, some apparently
with square or squeaky wheels – the list
goes on.
My other gripe is why does one have
to be woken at such an ungodly hour
as 6.15am or thereabouts to have one’s
blood pressure and other vital signs
monitored? That’s of course assuming
that you had slept at all.
I also have another theory that
hospitals should be known as B&Bs –
bowels and bladder. These seem to be
areas of obsession for hospital staff.
Being greeted each morning with a
“have you moved you bowels yet?” was
a bit challenging. And of course this
comes after an inquiry about the state
of my bladder. I am happy to report
that both areas eventually functioned

normally and all is well.
I can also report that my new half
knee is working well and that I now walk
less like John Wayne in a bad cowboy
movie.
Having said all that I must point
out that the nurses have my undying
admiration for their tolerance, patience
and caring. They deserve a decent pay
rise now and I for one would be happy
to pay a bit more state tax to ensure
they received one. There should also be
no reduction in the nurse-patient ratio.
The nurses are the ones who do
the hard work – administer injections,
monitor blood pressure, insert catheters,
clean up the vomit etc. They also
shoulder a huge responsibility for patient
care. Doctors seem to swan in, take a
quick look and say “that’s healing nicely”
and drift off but it’s the nurses who
change the dressing and monitor your
welfare on an hour-by-hour basis.
Without nurses we would not have
a health-care system and they deserve
everyone’s support.
TONY DUBOUDIN
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Death and dying
Death is not an illness nor is it a finality.
It is, rather, a stage in the process which
we call life. It does not occur until we
leave the body which then goes into
discard while we proceed on the journey.
What we call death is what happens to
the body when it is discarded, while what
we call our self goes on to a further stage
of the journey we call life, so death is
the entry to the next stage of existence,
but where this occurs or takes place is
unknown.
What is the point of death?
This is a question which may be taken
many ways. Perhaps it asks ‘why do we
die?’ What is the reason we have to die?
What does death achieve? Many similar
questions arise but that is the gist of
them.
On the other hand it may ask: Just
exactly when do we die? It was once
believed that we die when we stop
breathing, then the beating of the
heart was involved. These points are
sometimes difficult to assess. Then
the question turned to the function
of the brain, which was capable of
assessment by man-made devices, and
so, presumably, not subject to human
error. Of course, it made it then possible
to assess a person as dead while the
heart was still beating – a bonus for
those wishing to harvest organs for
transplanting. What a way to think:
‘Harvesting organs for transplanting’.
The doctor as God.
There is actually only one way to
unquestionably assess death. A person
is dead when the body starts to stink.
Up till this time a body may revive. It
may be a rare occurrence but it can
happen. There are records of people
being buried and later found to have
been alive.
We have all heard of Near Death
Experiences (NDEs). An NDE is not
actually experience of death, but an
experience of having come close to
death and having returned to present

life. There are Out of Body Experiences
also. People tell of floating at the end
of a line rather like an umbilical cord,
of floating over their own presumably
dead body. People have had experience
of having approached a white light, of
having met close relatives who have
previously died, and of returning from
such an experience. These are, perhaps,
not experiences of death, but of near
death.
There is, to the best of my knowledge,
only one recorded experience of a
person starting to stink after presumed
death and of returning to life, and that
was recorded some time after the event,
and may be subject to question. That is
the raising of Lazarus from the dead.
The other Biblical event of life after
death is that of Jesus, but there was no
record of Jesus’ body starting to stink,
and one may not necessarily presume
that he was dead. There are many
accounts of Jesus physically surviving
apparent death. That is a question which
must be left to individual opinion.
Death is a hidden experience.
Everyone must undergo the experience
alone and without any education for
the event other than their own life
experience. What I have learned about
the experience of dying is my knowledge

Heavy breathing at
club CPR course
Seventeen club members attended a
CPR course at the club on Sunday 17
February and there was lots of heavy
breathing as everyone tried out their
skills on life-sized dummies.
The course was open to all members
and was coordinated by Cliff Connell,
a nurse trainer and club member.
In previous years the CPR courses
had been held exclusively for sea rescue
volunteers but this year, after lobbying
from non-sea-rescue members, it was
opened to all members.

only. You will have to find out for
yourself.
We know a lot about life but death
hides its face. We may go to the point
of death but what lies beyond is still
beyond. It is unseen and unknown. It
is hidden behind a veil. We may try to
lift the veil but looking beyond we see
only a rolling mist. Death hides behind
a face of terror.
The Tibetan Book of Death tells a tale
of unmitigated terror. I found when
I read it, years ago, that I could not
believe it, it was too horrible. Now I see
it in a different light. It is an account
of Death’s need to be hidden, and
hidden it is. We each go to that point
alone and unsupported. We each have
the experience of death as we have the
experience of birth, alone and untutored
and we have to make the best of it.
I wonder what the baby thinks as
it is expelled from the womb where it
was so comfortable? I wonder what its
thoughts are as it is propelled through
the birth canal, its head shaped by what
must, for it, be crushing forces. How
similar is this to the experience of death
as we are expelled from this world into
a world of which we know nothing, or
is it into nothingness?
JIMMY JAMES

ITProfessor
Business and Home
fixed ADSL & wireless 3G
data & networks.
PC Maintenance.
Websites. Shops. Email.
Development. Hosting. Support.
Domain & SEO Management.
Business Systems Analysis.
Project Management.
Contact Matthew Taylor to discuss
your needs in plain English
or bits & bytes.
support@itprofessor.com.au
Phone Message 03 9024 2524
ITProfessor Pty Ltd - Box 424 Somers
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Whimsical War Story 15:

About shooting
Many popular sporting activities
originated from methods of conflict with
one’s fellow creatures. Archery, fencing,
boxing and darts have been practised
for many hundreds of years as sports,
but they originated as means of doing
physical damage to one’s fellow man
or to unarmed animals. Among these
pursuits must be included the use of
firearms.
Shooting is the process of firing
rifles, shotguns or other projectile
weapons such as longbows, crossbows
or even blow-pipes. It is a pity the sport
of expertly propelling objects accurately
towards a target is so easily associated
with the less attractive and less humane
activity of propulsion of the same
articles toward living creatures.
Ammunition varies with the type of
firearm. Shotguns require a fat cardboard
cartridge containing propellant and a
package of different sizes of ‘shot’,
which are small pellets calculated to
spread according to the design of the
shotgun barrels, so as to cover the largest
target area, with the expectation of
having some of them reaching the target.
Rifles and handguns usually have
metal cartridge cases, with a propellant
and a solid bullet. This requires a different
kind of skill to propel the bullet to its
target through a ‘rifled’ barrel, which
causes the projectile to rotate and to fly in
a more accurate course towards its goal.
‘Bullet’ is derived from the French
word boulette which roughly means ‘little
ball’. The original musket bullet was a
spherical lead ball, but this was modified
to a cylindrical shape with a rounded
or pointed front end. Later variations
included ‘jacketing’, providing a smooth
striking surface, which was thought to
be more humane when directed at the
enemy, making a neat hole, more easily
mended, instead of a large ragged cavity.
(This impression is quite specious. The
damage caused by even a ‘slight flesh
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wound’ is horrific, life-threatening and
extremely painful.)
Bullets are referred to as ‘rounds’,
presumably because the first gunpowderpropelled missiles of Nelson’s day were
‘round-shot’, and variations like canister
and bar-shot, distinguished from ‘smallshot’ used for game shooting,
In my day .303 cartridges were colourcoded. Ordinary ‘ball’ ammunition had
a purple colour around the primer cap;
‘tracer’ was red, ‘armour-piercing’ and
‘incendiary’ were different colours,
depending upon their origin. This caused
some confusion among allied soldiers.
The bullet tip was also coloured, but
this tended to rub off during loading
and handling. ‘Tracer’ was intended for
machine-guns, one tracer for every five
rounds, so that their progress could be
seen, rather like hosing plants in the
garden.
However, they had the disadvantage
of showing the target exactly where their
incoming bullets originated.
I had an unpleasant example of
this during my unwitting active service
(Nautilus Vol. 6, No. 1, 2008).
Use of ‘armour-piercing’ rounds was
discouraged, as straying hardened-tip
bullets could make holes in the recipient
vehicle, house or person, even at a mile,
four or five seconds away. ‘Incendiaries’
were prohibited for similar reasons.
These bizarre cartridges were not
supposed to be available; but old stock
kept turning up, and was never wasted.
The propellant in .303 cartridges was
little thin sticks of, I presume, cordite.
If one carefully removed the bullet, the
little sticks, emptied out, could be broken
and arranged, each piece touching
the next, as letters upon woodwork.
Upon igniting one end with a match,
they burnt incredibly quickly and in so
doing, engraved initials or numbers upon
articles needing identification. This kind
of art-work was frowned upon by our
masters.
The Lee Enfield .303 rifles we used
in training were elderly and not in good
condition. Later in our service we were
glad to have somewhat more modern

articles.
I indulged whenever I could in target
shooting, sometimes competitively, rarely
successfully, although never shamefully.
A nearby ACS (Airfield Construction
Squadron) had set up a firing range which
could be used by neighbours and friends.
Some American units indulged in this
kind of leisure occupation rather more
thoroughly. Their service rifles weren’t
all that good, being designed for ease
of use rather than great accuracy; but
some had their own personal weapons
– one Captain (US) had a Mannlicher, a
very fine rifle, and rather more likely to
succeed than our Lee Enfields, my Bren
or the American M1 carbines. He kept
it in a polished wooden box lined with
green felt, and had his own supply of
the requisite ammunition.
Another keen shooter was
irretrievably left-handed, using his
left eye and shoulder; he had his rifle
modified to make the bolt lever bend
the other way, so that it could be worked
with the left hand. This didn’t overcome
the problem of spent cartridge cases,
which are ejected towards the right – in
his case they tended to pass closely his
face and land hotly in his lap.
From these activities I learned to use
wax/cottonwool earplugs when firing at
the range; I believe this saved me from
the partial deafness which afflicted many
dedicated marksmen. This method was
obviously of little use in the field, where
acute hearing can be a lifesaver; but at
the butts we fired many more shots
per minute, so our earplugs were of
considerable value.
My favourite rifle was a Bren, which
is really a light machine gun, but could
be used in single-shot mode. It had a
fine ring-and-bead sight, accurate range
adjustment, and very little recoil.
The long barrel, which made it so
accurate, could be replaced when it
became too hot. The advantage of this
was that a few friends and I had access
to a ‘spare’ barrel which had not been
extensively used, and therefore was in
as-new condition. We jealously kept ‘our
barrel’ solely for target firing.

We had several fellows who were
keen on pistol-shooting, a much less
accurate sport, but one which requires
considerable skill just to hit somewhere
near the target. Some of the Americans
were quite good at it, possibly because
the tradition of the Old West is strong
in their folklore, as is the Al Capone
era. These weapons are, however, rather
more hazardous than rifles, because the
direction of the business end is more
likely to wander about; even if one missed
someone’s foot, a bullet impacting with
the ground or any hard surface was likely
to cause damage by ricochet.
Most pistols were automatics, but
one of my American friends had just
acquired a six-cylinder Colt revolver and
was keen on showing it off. He explained
to us that, for safety purposes, one always
loaded it with only five cartridges, so that
there was an empty chamber at the top,
nearest to the hammer. He demonstrated
this belief, fortunately while pointing it at
the empty air, producing the loud boom
of a discharge and some injury to his
thumb and wrist. From this he learned
that in a ‘double-action’ revolver, pulling
the trigger not only cocks the hammer,
but actually rotates the cylinder, bringing
the next cartridge under the firing pin.
Target practice was encouraged by
our masters, as it was thought to improve
marksmanship as well as familiarity with
the weapons. In the case of many of us,
it was a means of indulging our interest
in a competitive ‘sport’.
The use of telescopic sights was, in
those competitions, frowned upon as
unsportsmanlike, rather like shooting
sitting ducks. Occasionally, someone
showed up with a ‘telly-sight’, and was
usually told that, on the whole, we
preferred to rely upon skill.
It must be admitted that there are
advantages in using up-to-date aids; the
success upon a target must be high by
comparison with the old sights; and their
use in these days is almost essential.
When enjoyed as a sport, even the
most destructive activity can be directed
in a more humane and civilised way.
‘TEX’

Building a yacht
while seated
Noel Danne has been sailing yachts of
various dimensions with one or two hulls
for many years now but on Australia Day in
2011 he was competing on his catamaran
‘Skaddan’ when a fog covered the course
and Noel became lost and unsure just
where he was. It had also become cold
and while trying to ascertain his position
he slipped on the wet hull and fell into
the sea.
On this occasion Noel was not
dressed for the change in the weather
and he became quite cold awaiting his
rescue and this triggered off breathing
problems which resulted in a five-week
confinement in hospital. To add insult to
injury, deep-veined thrombosis also was
diagnosed. Weeks of rehab followed and
then confinement at home as he was quite
unstable on his feet.
This for such an active person was
too much for Noel so he conceived of a
plan to build a yacht, despite his physical
limitations. Noel could only safely move
around with a wheeled walking frame,
so how on earth could he even consider
such a daunting task as constructing a 22foot boat?
The logic was that as he had sold his
previous sailor/trailer ‘Sonata 7’ in which
he had won State and National titles, sailed

the Whitsundays and entered many Marley
Point night races there was evidently a
need to have a replacement for when
he was well enough to again battle the
elements and the handicapper.
So Noel located a supplier of a plywood
kit for a ‘Redfin 22’ sailor/trailer that had
ballast tanks as part of its design. A rare
combination it seems! For wife Anne and
his sons it all seemed an ambition too far,
particularly when the kit arrived and the
size and weight of the 9-mm thick pre-cut
ply pieces became apparent. There was
also the seemingly huge quantity of glue
to be handled. ‘Nothing ventured nothing
gained’ as Noel, with help from son David,
sorted everything out into order and by
placing a number of chairs around the
construction site got the project underway.
It all provided Noel with something
positive to occupy his mind tackling the
problems that arose and of course looking
forward each day to adding another sheet
and/or sanding the joints smooth. This
was of course therapy of the best kind.
Once enough of the sheets were joined
together it was necessary to call for
assistance from his many yachting friends
to come and turn the boat shell over to
work on the inside and then later reverse
the procedure.
Noel, who has just had his 85th
birthday, is now promising a trip around
Tasmania for his most ardent helpers
in his Redfin 22, still to be launched
and named. Well done, Noel and Happy
Birthday!
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Book review:

The Pilot’s Wife
Author: Anita Shreve

Kathryn hears knocking in the middle of
the night. She wakes up and confronts
her worst fear. Her husband is flying
in from London, due home in a few
hours. That knocking at the door can
only mean one thing to a pilot’s wife.
She opens the door.
“Mrs Lyons?” he asks.
And then she knows.
This is Kathryn Lyons’ story. She
opens that door to find that she is a
widow. Jack, her husband, was the pilot
of a plane that went down off the coast
of Ireland. There were no survivors.
Kathryn must find the strength to
tell her 15-year-old daughter that Jack
has died.
Just as the news of Jack’s death sinks
in, Kathryn receives further devastating
news. Based on the cockpit voice
recordings, initial investigators think Jack
committed suicide, bringing a bomb
on the plane that killed everyone on
board. Kathryn is forced to evaluate
her relationship with Jack.
She is adamant that he didn’t kill
himself and all those aboard; but there
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are other nagging questions. Mysterious
notes, poetry on scraps of paper, highly
unusual behaviour from a man she
thought she knew.
As Kathryn struggles with her grief,
she descends into a storm of publicity
stirred up by the modern hunger for the
details of tragedy. Even before the plane
is located in waters off the Irish coast,
the relentless focus on her husband’s
life begins to bring the bizarre personal
mystery into focus. Could there be any
truth to the increasingly disturbing
rumours that he had a secret?
Fighting the impulse to hide herself
and her daughter from the details of
the crash and the mystery surrounding
it, Kathryn sets out to learn who her
husband really was – whatever that
knowledge may cost. The search will
lead her to shocking revelations, testing
both the truth of her marriage and the
limits of her ability to face it.
This is a story of tragedy, love,
betrayal and healing. It follows Kathryn
as she learns of her husband’s death at
the beginning of the story all the way
to the surprising conclusion. The Pilot’s
Wife ponders the question: how well
can we ever really know another person,
especially the person we love the most?
I enjoyed this novel. I enjoyed the
story and the characters, the suspense,
the theme of disaster and the unfolding
secrets from each of the characters. I
was a little sad when the book ended
and I looked to see if there was a movie
based on it. There isn’t. Our book club
has yet to have our discussion evening
but this book should offer lots of fodder
for debate: relationships, secrets within,
dealing with death, intrusion of the
media, coping with hints of betrayal – if
I say any more I’ll give the ending away!
This book is a compelling read.
About the Author
Anita Shreve is an award-winning
American writer. The daughter of an
airline pilot and a homemaker she began
writing while working as a high-school
teacher. One of her first published
stories, ‘Past the Island, Drifting’

(published in 1975) was awarded an O.
Henry Prize in 1976.
The Pilot’s Wife was selected for
Oprah’s Book Club in March 1999. Since
then, Shreve’s novels have sold millions
of copies worldwide.
Her novel Resistance was turned into
the 2003 movie with the same title. She
is also the author of acclaimed novels
Eden Close, Strange Fits of Passion, Where
or When?, and The Weight of Water.

KARINA SMITH

Children’s book review:

I Love You, Stinky Face
Author: Lisa McCourt
Illustrator: Cyd Moore
(Scholastic Inc., 2004)

I bought this book because of the
funny title – I knew it would make my
children giggle. I was pleased to find
such a wonderfully appealing story
of unconditional love, coupled with
beautiful illustrations, inside.
The book begins with a mother
tucking her son into bed and saying, “I
love you my wonderful child.” The son
then asks if she would still love him
if he were a scary swamp monster, a
meat-eating dinosaur, or a smelly skunk.
Always, the mother answers that she
would love him no matter what and
would always help and take care of him.
This unstoppably devoted mother
will have readers laughing out loud as
she replies to one question after another.
Never was a parent’s unconditional love
so creatively tested – or so beautifully
reassured!
A mother and child can discuss how
the mother’s love will remain constant
even if her child were a stinky skunk,
scary ape, or bug-eating green alien! All
children need to feel loved, and there
are times when perhaps they wonder
if their parents might stop loving them.
In this story a little boy wonders – as
his mother cuddles him before bedtime

That yellow line

– if she would stop loving him if he
were different. This simple little story
will make a wonderfully comforting
bedtime story and will reassure children,
when they worry that they might not be
lovable any more, that no matter how
stinky they are or how slimy a creature
they could possibly be, they are loved
and nothing will change that.
The book is complemented by the
most delightful and amusing illustrations,
which show the little boy in all his
imagined forms. Always, whether he is
a monster, an ape or a dinosaur, the little
boy is wearing his telltale striped pajamas.
The child’s imagination is inspired by
stuffed animals and his picture book
to conjure up disagreeable beasts that
range from an ape to a slime-covered

swamp creature to a pimply Cyclops.
This is a positive, uplifting and funny
book that both parents and young
children will enjoy, with a fun name to
boot. It will make a wonderful addition
to your children’s bookcase.
More about the author
Lisa McCourt is an award-winning
author of 35 books which have sold over
five million copies worldwide, and have
been translated into 11 languages. Her
most popular title, I Love You, Stinky Face,
won Lisa critical praise and international
recognition. In that series she also wrote
Merry Christmas Stinky Face, I Miss You
Stinky Face, Ready for Kindergarten Stinky
Face and It’s Time for School Stinky Face.
KARINA SMITH

As residents are now well aware the
Shire has painted yellow lines at the
edges of roads where it is considered
inappropriate for vehicles to stop, such
as on a bend or where the roadway is
not wide enough to have parked vehicles
on both sides of the road. There was
no warning to the residents that these
lines were to be painted that I am aware
of, and Westernport News reports that
up to 100 residents have been fined.
In response to enquiries by Westernport
News the Shire representative is quoted
as saying: “The road rules of Victoria
state that a driver must not stop next to
a continuous yellow line”.
I am well aware that some residents
and visiting tradespeople pay little heed
to parking regulations, as can be seen
in the accompanying photo. This is
most dangerous when cars are parked
close to the Store, forcing buses to
move onto the wrong side of the road
and I have seen the bus failing to slow
down on this blind corner. The SRA
has informed me that the whole issue
regarding the Store corner has been
addressed and that positive action is
soon to take place.
ROD NUSKE
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Road markings and our
new yellow line
With the increased population of
Somers and the resultant increased
traffic, parking has become a local topic
of conversation. Problems have arisen,
often in conjunction with building
activity, for those with a need to park,
for those who use the roads and for
those who feel their properties are being
impacted upon along our narrow main
roads.
The recent painting of the yellow
line through the length of Somers and
the accompanying no-standing signs
has increased the discussion on these
matters and prompted me to go looking
for both the meaning of the lines on
our roads and the rules that relate to
parking. I had become aware there are
many times in Somers when it is not
possible to pass a parked car without
crossing road markings. I went straight
to the VicRoads website.

Do not cross them to overtake, to turn,
or to enter or leave the road or for any
reason (except to avoid an obstruction
if safe and necessary).

To start with we won’t demonise the
new yellow line but have a look at
our white dividing lines in relation to
parking:

Parallel parking
– the type we have outside our car parks.
If parking bays are not marked, you
must leave at least one metre between
your vehicle and those in front and
behind. Unless parking signs show
otherwise, and provided there is at least
three metres of clear road between the
car and the centre dividing line, you can
park opposite:

Broken white dividing lines
On a road with a broken white dividing
line you must keep left of the line and
drive as close to the left side of the
road as you can. You may cross this
line to enter or leave the road, but only
overtake or U-turn if it is safe and if
the road ahead is clear.
Single continuous dividing lines
A single continuous dividing line means
you can cross it to enter or leave the
road, but you must not overtake or
U-turn. You must not park opposite
the dividing line unless there is at least
three metres of clearance between your
vehicle and the dividing line unless
otherwise indicated on a parking sign.
Double continuous dividing lines
You must always keep left of these lines.
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A broken line to the left of a
continuous line
You may cross these lines to overtake,
or to enter or leave the road, but only
overtake or U-turn if it is safe and
the road ahead is clear.
A continuous line to the left of a
broken line
A single continuous line to the left of
a broken line means you can cross it to
enter or leave the road, but you must not
overtake or make a U-turn. You must
not park opposite the dividing lines
unless there is at least three metres of
clearance between your vehicle and the
dividing line unless otherwise indicated
on a parking sign.

• double continuous dividing lines
• a single continuous dividing line
• a single continuous line to the

left or right of a broken dividing
line

• a dividing strip.

In summary:
You must not park opposite a continuous
single line, or any combination of
continuous or broken double lines,
unless there is at least three metres of
clearance between your vehicle and the
dividing line. You can park opposite a

broken line without leaving three metres
clear.
The yellow line:
A driver must not stop next to a
continuous yellow edge-line.
In addition to this:
You must not leave a vehicle stationary
on a footpath, nature strip or reservation
(unless the vehicle is a motorcycle or
bicycle).
The arrival of the yellow line and
parking fines in Somers left some
cross and bemused because they had
genuinely felt that by parking off the
road and away from the line they were
doing the right thing. It seems that
many in Somers had for a long time
already been parking inappropriately.
The yellow line has, to a greater extent
in some places than others, highlighted
some real concerns.
VicRoads has a long list of additional
places where a stationary vehicle may
not be left, many of which are not
directly relevant to us in Somers. This
can be found at:
http://www.vicroads.vic.gov.au/
Home/SafetyAndRules/RoadRules/
Parking.htm
BRONWEN GIBBS
Stop press
The Somers Residents Association
Autumn Bulletin reports that they have
discussed the matter of parking with
two wheels on the curb and have been
advised as follows:
“When a motorist is parked two
wheels on the nature strip and two
wheels on the road, the Shire’s Rangers
will use discretion, provided that the
vehicle’s not stopped in breach of any
other offence (where a parking sign
restricts stopping/parking or adjacent
to a Yellow Line) and not restricting
access to property or to pedestrians
to pass without having to walk on the
road. From a Road Safety perspective
in some circumstances two wheels up
may assist with the operation of the
road, provided the vehicle is not in a
restricted parking location.”

Interesting stuff
from Olde England

• Men can read smaller print than
women can;
Women can hear better!

It’s time to think rail

• In the 1400s a law was set forth in
England that a man was allowed to
beat his wife with a stick no thicker
than his thumb. Hence we have ‘the
rule of thumb’.

• In English pubs, ale is ordered by
pints and quarts. So when customers
became unruly, the bar-tender would
yell at them: “Mind your pints and
quarts and settle down!”
From which we have ‘mind your Ps
and Qs’.

Now that Peninsula Link is proceeding
apace it might be useful to wonder how
much better it might have been if State
government planners had laid a railway
line down the centre of the freeway.
It would have been much cheaper
and help prepare for the days when rail
becomes the transport mode of choice,
or necessity, as petrol becomes more and
more expensive.
Perth has a rail link down the centre
of one of the city’s main freeways thanks
to some foresight by the government
led by Carmen Lawrence when she was
Premier. The Joondalup line with its
elevated stations has been a huge success
like other rail initiatives in Perth such as
the Mandurah line completed in 2007.
However, that is only one of a
number of short-sighted decisions
by governments on both sides of the
political divide. Why was the rail line
to Mornington torn up and the one to
Red Hill removed? Why not electrify the
Stony Point line from Frankston? The
list of ignored or missed opportunities
goes on.
The Mornington line was closed
in 1981 after 92 years of operation. It
branched off the Stony Point line at
Baxter and ran to Mornington. How
useful would that line be now?
A similar fate befell the Red Hill line
which branched off the Stony Point line
at Bittern and had three stations (now all
demolished) at Balnarring, Merricks and
Red Hill. Again it would be a boon now.
Now we are talking about building
a high-speed rail (HSR) link between
Melbourne and Sydney as part of an
east-coast HSR network.
While it could be argued that the
suburban rail systems in our big cities
need huge injections of capital, building
a HSR network would in the long run be
of greater benefit in terms of expanding
the economy of the entire east coast. It
would be a true nation-building project
on the scale of the Snowy Mountain
Scheme.

• Many years ago in Scotland a new
game was invented.
It was ruled ‘Gentlemen Only, Ladies
Forbidden’.
And so the word GOLF entered the
English language.

• Many years ago pub frequenters had
a whistle baked into the rim or handle
of their mug to attract the publican to
bring a refill. So ‘Whet your whistle’ is
the phrase derived from this practice.

Given the recent discussions and concern about parking in Somers we felt it
appropriate to republish this cartoon by Jeff Hook from our March 2006 issue in
relation to carparking in proximity of the yacht club.
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The Joondalup line running down the middle of the freeway in Perth.
I recently attended a lunch at which
the chairman of France’s national railways
(Société Nationale des Chemins de Fer
– SNCF), Guillaume Pepy, spoke about
the French experience with high-speed
rail. Some of the facts and figures he
presented showed that with commitment
from government, high-speed rail can be
a very profitable exercise.
France now has seven high-speed
lines covering about 2000 kilometres
and four new lines under construction to
Bordeaux, to Strasbourg, to Brittany and
one to connect to the Spanish system.
By 2018 the SNCF will have a network
of nearly 3000 kilometres.
Mr Pepy said there was a political
consensus in Europe as well as strong
pressure from public opinion to avoid
building more airports and roads and
a strong commitment to sustainable
development and sustainable mobility.
He gave as an example Eurostar,
the SNCF-owned HSR line that links
London, Brussels and Paris via the
Channel Tunnel.
“I think there is a comparison
possible with Sydney and Melbourne
and London and Paris. London to Paris
was the first [most] crowded air-traffic
route in the world and I understand that
Sydney–Melbourne maybe the fourth or
the fifth,” Mr Pepy said.
“We introduced the High Speed Rail
service in 1995 and now we get a two
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hour and 15 minutes ride with the TGV.
We have a market share of 90 per cent,
airline traffic is just 10 per cent and [rail]
traffic between the two cities has doubled
in 15 years.”
He said that between Paris and
Lyons, which is about 550 km, the SNCF
operates about 50 high-speed trains a day
with a journey time of two hours from
city centre to city centre. There were
now no scheduled airline flights between
the two cities. He said the railways also
code-shared with the airlines so that, as
he put it, “the airline passengers will find
a better way than flying”.
Interestingly the high-speed rail
network in France is described by the
airline industry as a “low-cost carrier”.

A French TGV train.

Mr Pepy said that SNCF–TGV is run
like a low-cost airline with very strong
revenue management.
“As an example, Paris to Marseilles is
850 km. You can find tickets from €25
($A30) to €150 ($A183). The €25 fare
is for off peak bought in advance and
of course €150 is for a first-class fullfare ticket – you can buy it two minutes
before you leave at the station,” he said.
“Everything is based on revenue
management to increase load factor. The
TGV industry in France has a load factor
of about 80 per cent which is comparable
with a domestic carrier.”
Mr Pepy said that one of the other
benefits of high-speed rail was to free
extra slots at airports, not for domestic
flights but for international flights. The
result is that you avoid creating new
airports because you better use your
existing airport for international flights.
Perhaps we should look at the French
example and stop being timid and
embrace high-speed rail in the same way
as we did the Snowy Mountain Scheme in
the 1950s and ’60s. A little vision would
not go amiss.
Soon after Mr Pepy’s presentation
it was announced that mining giant Rio
Tinto would start running driverless
iron-ore trains over its 1500 km Pilbara
network – which goes to show that
private enterprise is obviously not afraid
to embrace innovation and change.
TONY DUBOUDIN

Shearing shed
I grew up spending many weekends
and school holidays at Aunty Jo’s. Her
farm formed my childhood, it helped
to form me. I loved every single thing
about that farm, bar the smell I can
still remember, of the bucket of warm
fresh milk in the fridge, Yuk. We city
slickers drank urban milk brought up in
bottles from the cream-brick suburbs.
Memories can grow dim and we
store them away until something jogs
them back to life. On a trip to Coolart
on a hot and sunny day, I lingered and
strolled in the old shearing shed with

Jubilee Year 2012
I thought that in this year of the Queen’s
Jubilee it might be of interest to share
this historic photograph showing how
Londoners celebrated epic events in
their calendar.
The cottages in Walmer Street,
Marylebone, where I was born, were
built around 1830 – some taken over by

pictures of those times running clearly
through my mind.
As a child, when shearing season
was long gone, we’d clamber up the
wide ramp, covered in the dust of
the yard and yank open the big shed
doors. I was small and overawed by
this cavern of smells and gadgets. We
played in pens with swinging doors; I
would push them open with my body
as I ran through and they’d swing to
a close behind me. I would lie in the
pens and peer through the slat floors
at the dust and wool and poo that had
fallen through.
Chunky steel hooks and tools hung
around the shed and small odd pieces
of fleece stuck in hinges and rails. Big
Octavia Hill in 1871 to house destitute
women under the St Marylebone Female
Protection Society. In 1937 we all lived
happily in a village-like atmosphere, all
the neighbours knowing exactly what
the others were doing – and why. The
street was still intact in 1952 (Queen
Elizabeth’s Coronation year) but it has
now been demolished to make way for
a car park.
BETTY BROADBENT

bags of wheat were stored in the corner,
and I would climb a rail to bend over
and dig deep, running the cool grain
through my small hands. The chutes
they shoved the shorn sheep down
made great slides, worn smooth by the
pass of many sheep’s backs. My Pa had
smooth soft hands from the lanolin of
his many years spent shearing.
Tugging and pulling at the rope
lifted the doors of the chutes and
squatting down, I would look at the
yard of post-and-rail fences that were
perfect for climbing and balancing.
They splayed out to form a maze of
pens and runs and enclosures – the
places where sheep waited to be shorn,
where scrawny and bare sheep moaned
for freedom, where a sick cow was
isolated and nursed to health, where
calves were born, where pigs snuffled
and snorted, where cattle were herded
to run the ramp up into the truck.
I watched clearly those pictures of
40-odd years ago, as I savoured the
smells and watched dust floating in
streams of light, beaming in through
the cracks of the lovely worn timbers.
I wrote a poem about it.
A slot
A handle
Worn round and smooth
By the firm grip
Of countless shearers
I heaved that door
And it slid
Open
My memories
Scent of fleece
Hit my nostrils
And surged
Into the dowry
Of my reflection
Till pictures from
My forgotten memory
Floated
In my mind
Like
Minuscule flotsam
Dancing in a sunbeam

Walmer Street party in celebration of King George VI’s Coronation in 1937.

DELINE SKINNER
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Invitation to South Sea Foreshore Reserve
Would you like to walk down to the
Somers beaches through pristine Coastal
Banksia Woodland, meet a Banded Rail
family on the path or pass the time of
day with a couple of Echidnas and see
the Water Skinks sunning themselves
on logs as the water glints through the
stately Banksias?
I have sat on the Eastern Cliffs with
moonlight on the water and heard a
Killer Whale blow as it glided past to
Hastings.
I have met tiny Blue Tongue Lizards
whose parent has become quite used to
‘weeders’ moving around in their habitat.
I have got to know cheeky families of
Blue Wrens whose cheerful chirrups have
announced a feeding frenzy amongst the
freshly weeded vegetation and I have
watched with delight as Swamp Rats have
become so accustomed to the volunteers
that they will come out and watch the
workers.
I would love everyone in Somers to
be able to experience these pleasures and
to be able to enjoy the wonderful views
free of Blackberry and Pittosporum and
other weeds.
If you like fine hand weeding
amongst grasses, or maybe you’d rather
do vigorous battles with blackberries,
if you enjoy drilling and filling woody
weeds or seed collecting and propagating
grasses, the Friends of South Sea
Foreshore Reserve want to welcome you
with open arms – and we’ll be happy to
show you how to do it if you’re not sure
what to do.
Maybe you are a photographer, or
a writer (we need a Newsletter), or a
great communicator or a really friendly
outgoing person – whatever your talent
or your passion we would love you to
join us.
And Artists and Craftspeople – we
would love to join our passions with yours
by putting yarn ‘yarns’ in the trees and
paintings on the paths. The installations
do not need to be permanent but can be
as changeable as the weather.
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Maybe your passion is in the kitchen.
Sometimes we will try scones and billy
tea on the hill.
Do you believe that restoring the
health of the Somers Coastal
Banksia Woodland is a job worth
doing?
If you do believe this job is worth doing
we work most Fridays from 9 until 4
either on the Williams Point Track or
below the street bowl of South Sea Road
and we would love you to join us, even if

you have only a spare minute or a spare
hour or even if you just want to come
and say hallo.
Come and speak to us at the Somers
Store at lunch time – we are the ones
with dirty knees!
Or over Easter we will be doing extra
time because we are hoping to meet you!
You can leave a note in the Somers
Post Office if you miss us or ring 9728
8830 and leave a message with a contact
number and we really will ring you back.
We look forward to hearing from you
very soon,
Rosemary – for Friends of South
Sea Foreshore Reserve (MPSC).

Somers Foreshore Reserve

New projects for
2012
The above map shows new project areas
for 2012, on a section of Foreshore
Reserve (managed by SFCoM) from the
Arts Precinct area in the west (opposite
Palm Beach Gve) through to Williams
Point, opposite Kennedy Rd.
SFCoM now has a robust strategy
starting with and building on, the
knowledge gained from the 2000 Flora
and Fauna Survey and Management
Strategy produced by Practical Ecology
Pty Ltd. Peninsula Bushworks, under
the expert guidance of Rohan Cuming,
have been engaged to both plan and
implement a series of bush regeneration
and restoration programs in specific
areas of the foreshore since 2009.
The areas shaded in diagonal
orange stripes are the newly funded
projects which will continue through
to June 2013, with the areas shaded
in various coloured dots showing
recently completed project zones, or
current projects due for completion in
June 2012. The umbrella for the new
projects is titled ‘A Strategy to Restore
the Bushland of Somers’, which is
progressively connecting areas within
the foreshore, and the community
to the foreshore. Two projects have
been funded through Port Phillip and
Westernport Catchment Management
Authority (PPWCMA) and the other
two through Coastcare Victoria.
PPWCMA funded projects are:

Hyper-extending the Core – moving
outwards and connecting up; and
Restoration of Grasslands – uncovering
a hidden ecosystem.
1. Hyper-extending the Core:
Beginning in February 2009, an intensive
restoration process in a central ‘Core’
area of the Foreshore Reserve started
opposite the general store with ‘Caring
for the Country’ 2011 funding extending
the core area into two zones, one east
and one west. This new project, Hyperextending the Core, will continue this
‘outward’ restoration, with extensions
further east and one more west.
Extending east along the steep
escarpment through stands of old
Drooping Sheoaks and below this to
Coast Banksia Woodland, Coast Teatree Heath, and primary and secondary
dune vegetation above the beach.
Highest priority understorey weeds
(particularly asparagus fern, bridal
creeper, dolichos pea and English ivy)
will be treated according to ‘best practice
methods’ considering site and proximity
to indigenous vegetation. A range
of understorey weed species will be
controlled prior to woody weed removal.
In the lower area, the dominant polygala
will be gradually ‘peeled’ back, to free up
remnant indigenous species. The upper
zone will require steady understorey
weed control with judicious ‘frilling’,
and removal of woody species (including
boneseed, pittosporum, mirror bush, ash
and polygala). Great care will be taken
to maintain shelter and cover, while
more complex understorey species are
controlled throughout the early stages.
The dune brushing process, started in
2009, will be continued using branches

from a large pine removed in Nov. 2011.
To the west of the core area, works
will extend into gullies supporting
significant Rough Tree Ferns. These
tree fern populations are highly unusual
being only 30 metres away from the sea
in some areas. Along with controlling
weeds such as bridal creeper, dolichos
pea, angled onion, nasturtium and
blackberry, middle-storey species
Coast Tea-tree and Boobialla will be
planted to provide shelter in fern areas.
Woody weeds (boneseed, polygala
and pittosporum) are to be selectively
removed at a pace to enable regenerating
and planting indigenous species, to
provide replacement shelter and shade.
2. Restoration of Grasslands:
Indigenous grasslands occur throughout
the foreshore on clay soils along the
upper flat areas and sandy loams along
the southern slopes. Fifty-six grass
and associated understorey species
were identified in a ‘2000 Flora &
Fauna Survey’, with numerous others
discovered in recent years. Many of
these species are represented in small
populations only, with vast areas
currently smothered under weeds
(especially the prolific asparagus fern).
The areas west of the Core have been
restored and managed over the past 15
years and exhibit a good diversity of
species under a regionally uncommon
canopy of Black and Drooping Sheoaks.
Suppressed grassland vegetation lay
under larger areas of weed in the central
and eastern areas of the foreshore,
providing understorey for Coast Banksia
and Drooping Sheoak, and for locally
uncommon Swamp Paperbark in wetter
sites.
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A nucleus for a long-term process
has begun in six designated sites, to
hand weed within these grassland
areas, plus follow-up each season and
extend into adjacent areas. Various
‘trial methods’ will also be tested in
these sites: cut and paint; hand weed;
remove smothering and seeding material
without poison; and selective spraying.
The methods showing best/optimal
results will be used during volunteer
and trainee participation. Most areas are
along tracks or nearby sites, so regular
monitoring – observation, recording
of trial quadrats, before and after flora
surveys – will take place.
Projects funded by Coastcare
Victoria are: Sheoaks Transect – an
‘ecological superhighway ’and the ‘Valley
of Sin’ – a first-stage rehabilitation.
3. Sheoaks Transect: From the
top of the eastern slopes – near one
of the oldest of a few remaining
original peppermint gums in Somers, on
private property abutting the foreshore
reserve – the transect area starts from
two points. It snakes across, then down
the escarpment, to the beach below.
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It transects diverse vegetation that
incorporates some of the higher quality
areas of the foreshore, plus a range
of vegetation communities, including
the much depleted Narrow-leafed
peppermint woodland (that would have
occurred throughout the Somers area
and hinterland); Drooping Sheoak and
Coastal Banksia Woodland; Grasslands;
with Coastal Tea-Tree Heath and
Primary and Secondary Dune Scrub
below.
Old Drooping Sheoaks, including
one of the very oldest trees in the
region, define the project boundary.
Midway down, a plateau runs east–west
below the main bush track. Initial works
will define each side of the ‘transect’,
from beach to cliff top, by removing
some larger infestations of weeds, with
all future works to occur here. Priority
understorey weed species, including
weeds of national significance (WONS)
– bridal creeper, asparagus fern and
montbretia – will be targeted first with
careful chemical spraying, followed
by selective woody weed control of
boneseed, polygala, flax-leafed broom

and sweet pittosporum. Care will be
taken to prevent over-cleared or exposed
areas as they are weeded, especially along
erosion-prone coastal slopes and cliffs.
The ‘plateau’ area will be treated most
thoroughly, as this central site will give
an excellent outlook on the changing
landscape.
The weed control strategy will
variously target: areas of higher quality
vegetation (including around significant
indigenous species); individual weed
species as they are prioritised from area
to area; and areas across the site for
thorough or selective control of weed
species, depending on factors such as
degree of risk of weed populations,
resources available and landscape
considerations. Woody weeds will be
treated by a combination of ‘frilling’,
manual removal plus cut and paint, while
understorey species, will be variously
hand weeded, cut and painted or sprayed
with herbicide, or a combination of each
method depending on site and season.
4. ‘Valley of Sin’: This gully falls
steeply to the beach from below the
main bush track and ‘fig tree’ seating

lookout, immediately east of the
‘Sheoaks Transect’. The vegetation
is highly disturbed, dominated by
scrambling, smothering weeds. This
initial stage of rehabilitation looks at
first-stage control of the dominant
weeds, while providing a future structure
of indigenous vegetation in the gully. A
broad-scale spray of cape ivy, morning
glory, nasturtium and forget-me-nots,
will ‘knock down’ these dominating
weeds. Planting sites will be prepared
throughout the gully, before planting
with ‘key’ canopy species, Blackwood,
Coast Banksia, Drooping Sheoak and
Boobialla; along with Tree-everlasting,
Coast Tea-tree, Black wattle and Sweet
Bursaria added for greater diversity
and ‘density’. An area of 25 x 3 metres
along the bush tracks lower edge will
be ‘prepped’ and mulched, then densely
planted with robust understorey species
(Poa, Lomandra, Isolepis, Dianella and
Bidgee Widgee species). This initial
‘control line’ planting will provide a
‘regenerating edge’ that will eventually
spread downwards into the gully. It is
intended to add to this rehabilitation in
future years, with further plantings, as
the valley’s canopy vegetation matures.
NB: MPSC manages the top part
of Williams Point, east of the track;
the Friends of Somers Foreshore
(FSF) is working on funded projects
here, with some assistance from MPSC
contractors, as well as in the South Seas
Rd bowl area. The FSF continue to work
steadily, with terrific progress evident in
these once-degraded sites.
2012 Track Works: During 2011 a
better strategic approach to trackside
vegetation maintenance was able to
be implemented. In the past due to
limited SFCoM funds, the tracks were
at times overgrown with poor practices
employed for a short fix (and labourintensive) mow or whipper-snip over
the spring/summer period.
Using both government and grant
funds, along with SFCoM funds, weeds
such as blackberry and asparagus fern,
along with weedy grasses near trackside
areas, are being brought under control

through strategic management –
careful spraying and manual removal
– which allows natural regeneration
of indigenous species. In some areas,
supplementary planting of indigenous
species has and will continue to occur.
Berwick Tafe, VCAL Landscape
Design students, will be engaged in
various projects on the Foreshore
Reserve during 2012. These students
will be under the guidance of Tafe
staff and SFCoM volunteers. Projects
will include repair of bush tracks and
seating areas and assistance with project
areas.

Clean Ocean Conser vation
Trainees: Unfortunately this program
is to finish in April. A new federally
funded conservation trainee/green corp.
program will hopefully be implemented
in the near future. SFCoM has been
extremely fortunate in receiving
assistance via this program, with the
terrific contributions from this final
group of young people, under the
supervision of Peter Beddows, greatly
appreciated. We wish them well in their
future endeavours.

Lord Somers Camp

the Duke of York started his summer
camp for boys at Littlestone Aerodrome
in England. These camps were in the
nature of a social experiment – the
Duke’s original idea being to use camp
life as a means of bringing together
boys already engaged in earning their
living with other boys of their own
age, but differently brought up and
looking forward to different careers,
and who had not yet started on their
life work. His hope was in joining for a
short time, whilst they are still young, in
intimate companionship, and in living
together and in sport and games, the
two sets of boys may become one set,
with a common understanding, and with
mutual understanding of each other.”
ROD NUSKE

This building is known as the Mess
Hut and although built in 1931 it has
withstood the ravages of time and the
exuberance of 100 young men at a time
for the yearly ‘big camp’. Now of course
there are also camps for young ladies
and weekends for very special kids, not
forgetting other groups that make use
of these excellent facilities at Somers.
There is a book on the history of
Lord Somers Camp and Power House
and in Appendix A is an article by Lord
Somers titled ‘Why I Founded Somers
Camp’, in which he says: “The camp
which bears my name had its origin in a
movement that was begun in 1921 when

PAM BANNISTER
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Weeding at the foreshore ...
with Alan went quickly as our chat revealed a long
connection with Somers. He’d bought a bushy block
near Burke Rd in 1957 for ₤400 on 10% deposit with
five-year vendor terms. So, in today’s money, $80 down
and he was away. We laughed at that, and how as a 10-yearold I’d walk out of Kingsville primary school, as a few
did with no troubles, 400m down the road to the Fish
and Chip shop for a ‘school lunch’ at a shilling. That 10¢
got a piece of fish, a fritter and a handful of chips, with
vinegar of course. Then walk back the long way along
the creek, over the bridge, in time for ‘end to end’, ‘kick
to kick’ footy on the gravel playground.
To be fair to these times, we didn’t earn much back
then. Well, Alan thought about ₤2,500 a year was his cop
then. So his acre block was about a quarter of average
annual earnings. Today, the block would easy get $550,000
which makes it a simple 10 times today’s average annual
earnings of $55,000. That makes a block in Somers
today 40 times less affordable than 50 years ago. We
stood up, not laughing now, pondered how kids could
handle that debt, let alone not being able to owner-build
from scrounged bits, with then’s near complete lack of
regulations, made roads, water, and sewerage.
Most of the homes were summer shacks that were
built on weekends. And unless pulled down, they still
stand! Insulation wasn’t needed as it wasn’t invented till
the ’80 s, if hot have another swim. If cold put a jumper
on, then a dressing gown. No-one was in Somers after
Easter anyway! Small houses left a good bit of playground
for badminton, bowls, barbeques and cricket.

find some Coal Seam Gas to send away to complete the
Troika. But there will be jobs, at least for the imported
skilled low-paid guest workers. A nuclear power station
would fit well on unregulated Commonwealth land at
Cerberus – not far from the grid, close to water, give a
few high-paid jobs. For all this there of course would be
expensive Environmental Effects Statements to address
concerns with wide community involvement.
With the demand for amenity that is no doubt
everyone’s right, Somers could get its cliff-top cafe store
and fancy new toilets after all. We can make bucks with
more yellow lines, put in a new car park right on the
foreshore at Reserve Rd to cope, and Lord Somers oval
could handle heaps of cars, though diminishing beach
is a problem. Beach Hill Rd was made for traffic being
the widest made road in town, can hook up with The
Boulevard. Alexander Ave a ‘no brainer’ for a sealed
curbed and channelled dragstrip.
Did you see Dick Smith on TV when he went to
Canberra’s Minister for Population to find out what the
plan was? To find out there isn’t one! Funny how we use
our taxes to create infrastructure to diminish what we
already had. We are attracted to a place for what it is, and
change it, then wonder what happened to it.
Boss approached and we went back to the weeds.
TEDD WARDEN

Ah, but times change. We have regulations and
licencing to stop the unscrupulous ripping us off when
we build, ensure standards are met that are someone’s
best practice, buses carry us around, parking restrictions
to keep others at bay, kids are chauffered to school.
Another take on ‘less affordable’ is ‘what a great
investment property is’! Our Somers playground being
small is in demand. With new freeways more will come,
the sprawl will grow. Monday’s Sun had a headline for
the new ‘clean’ brown coal export from the Latrobe
Valley. A few million tons of inefficient but cheap energy
will go through Hastings, to our WesternPort – with
woodchips from East Gippsland. Just need someone to
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One of 20 Chinese coal carriers in waiting at Hay Point.

